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ABSTRACT
THE DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF A DIRECT OBERSERVATION
PROTOCOL AS A CRITERION MEASURE FOR CHILDREN’S SIMULATED FREEPLAY ACTIVITY
SEPTEMBER 2017
MELANNA F.H. COX, B.S., BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor John R. Sirard
INTRODUCTION: Direct observation (DO) systems have been used for decades to
assess free-living PA in children. These traditional DO systems identify the highest
intensity observed during alternating observe-and-record periods. Using video-taped DO
would allow researchers to code activities and contextual information each time the
participant changes their behavior. PURPOSE: To develop and test a novel video-based
DO system for children’s free-play activity. METHODS: Following iterative DO system
development (The Observer XT, Noldus), 28 children (age=8.4 ± 1.5 years) participated
in a 30-minute simulated free-play session that was recorded with a GoPro camera.
Participants wore a portable indirect calorimetry (IC) device and an accelerometer on the
hip (AG-H) and non-dominant wrist (AG-W). The DO system includes Whole Body
Movement (body position, main movement pattern) that was further described with four
modifiers: 1) Locomotion, 2) Limb Movement, 3) Activity Type, and 4) MET value. To
assess intrarater reliability, an expert coder coded six randomly selected videos from the
main sample and recoded the same videos one week later. Six novice coders were trained
and coded three videos from the subsample to assess interrater reliability. To assess
v

construct validity, total energy expenditure and time spent in activity intensity categories
from DO were compared with IC and accelerometer estimates. RESULTS: Percent
agreement for intrarater reliability was above 80% except for Locomotion (47%; video 3)
and Limb Movement, MET value and Locomotion (19%, 78%, 26%), respectively, video
4). Across all variables, percent agreement for interrater reliability ranged widely from
12%-96%, 0-100%, and 36%-97% for videos 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Mean estimated
time spent in PA intensity categories from AG-H overestimated sedentary (SED) and
underestimated light, moderate, and moderate-to-vigorous PA (LPA, MPA, and MVPA;
p < 0.001-0.008). AG-W and IC underestimated SED (p=0.03, p=0.03) and LPA (p<
0.001, p<0.001) but overestimated MPA (p<0.001, p<0.001) and MVPA (p<0.001,
p<0.001). CONCLUSION: The current DO system is feasible for observing detailed
changes in children’s free-play activity. However, refinement to the system must be made
to improve reliability before it is adopted as a criterion measure for free-play activity in
children.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Background
An individual’s risk for developing chronic illnesses increases with lower levels
of physical activity (PA). The health risks associated with low PA levels are apparent
from childhood throughout adulthood.1-4 In order to maintain or improve health, it is
recommended that children participate in 60 minutes of moderate-to-vigorous PA
(MVPA) per day.4,5 However, more than half of 6-11 year old children do not meet
current recommendations.2,4 Patterns of inadequate PA during childhood may continue
into adulthood contributing to an unhealthy lifestyle and increased risk for chronic
disease.6 Consequently, researchers need to assess activity levels in order to examine
relationships between PA and health.7
A variety of methods have been used to assess PA in children and adolescents
including questionnaires, pedometers, accelerometers, and direct observation (DO).
Questionnaires are beneficial when evaluating habitual PA because they are inexpensive
and can be used in large sample sizes.8 However, questionnaires rely on an individual’s
ability to accurately recall his/her activity. Children lack the cognitive capacity to
accurately report their PA.9,10 Therefore, in order to assess PA among children,
researchers use various objective assessment tools such as pedometers, accelerometers,
and direct observation.8 Pedometers are devices used to record step counts. The
pedometer is relatively inexpensive and unobtrusive making it ideal for large studies.
Daily step counts retrieved from pedometers provide information on day-to-day PA of
participants. However, the daily step count does not provide information on the variations
1

of PA throughout the day, which may be important when assessing PA patterns and
associated health outcomes.8
Accelerometers quantify PA by internally processing the raw acceleration signal
into activity “counts”. By conducting calibration studies,9,11 counts can be translated to
PA metrics, such as time spent in activity intensities. Calibration involves using
empirical data from laboratory studies to produce mathematical models that can predict
meaningful PA metrics. The participants in calibration studies perform a variety of
activities ranging in intensity while wearing an accelerometer. Data from the
accelerometer is then modeled against a criterion measure to develop algorithms that can
predict PA intensity. Intensity categories that can be predicted include sedentary (SED),
light PA (LPA), moderate PA (MPA), vigorous PA (VPA) and MVPA. Criterion
measures include either direct observation of movement or objectively measured energy
expenditure via indirect calorimetry.
To fully translate the accelerometer output into meaningful variables, calibration
studies rely on categorizing PA intensity based on the level of energy expenditure (EE)
compared with EE at rest (METs).12 Multiples of a MET are used to create ranges for
each category of PA intensity including SED (1 – 1.5 METS), LPA (1.6 – 2.9 METS),
MPA (3.0 – 5.9 METS), and VPA (6 ≥ METS).13 During calibration studies, indirect
calorimetry is used to measure MET values as a participant performs different activities.
An accelerometer is also worn on the participant during the various activities. Activity
counts from the accelerometer are then categorized into SED, LPA, MPA, and VPA
based on the MET values measured from the calorimetry. Finally, based on these
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accelerometer cut points, researchers can estimate energy expenditure and categorize
intensity of activity based on the accelerometer counts without the use of calorimetry.
The way in which an accelerometer is calibrated is crucial to the device’s ability
to record PA accurately. Many of the accelerometers calibrated for use in children were
done so in a structured, laboratory-based setting.14 However, after the laboratory
calibration process, the device is frequently used in free-living settings. Laboratory
studies are pre-determined structured or semi-structured settings, while free-living
settings are defined as settings in which a range of activities are available to perform at
random or not at all.15 The activities in the laboratory calibration studies are performed
for a predetermined length of time and a specific order. The organization and structure of
the studies are not representative of a child’s intermittent participation in PA outside of
the laboratory.16 The lack of external validity is problematic because researchers need to
learn about PA patterns in a free-living setting to more accurately study health
implications of PA and inactivity. The connections between PA and health cannot be
accurately assessed if the tool being used to measure the PA is not calibrated in the
setting in which it is to be ultimately used.
One factor that perpetuates the lack of external validity during calibration studies
is the use of energy expenditure during steady-state aerobic exercise.11,17,18 Children do
not perform the same activity for a long period of time in the free-living setting. The
typical duration of most children’s PA is 6 seconds.19 Using steady-state laboratory-based
exercise to calibrate accelerometers for children who will ultimately wear the
accelerometer in a free-living setting is a limitation of many accelerometer calibration
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studies.18 Therefore, researchers 1 have identified DO as a criterion measure to calibrate
accelerometers in a simulated or free-living setting.1,20
In children, DO is an objective criterion measure that allows researchers to assess
and classify the intensity and duration of PA in the laboratory 11,16,21 and free-living
settings.16 Participants are directly observed as they perform a range of activities. The
observer codes the activities based on factors such as the intensity of the activity. Until
recently, all DO protocols used a process of observe-record cycles known as momentary
sampling to record the activities. Momentary sampling involves a specified amount of
time to observe activity followed by a specified amount of time to record the activity
previously observed.22 The main limitation of this traditional form of sampling is that
only the highest intensity observed during the specified time intervals is recorded.
Although, the use of DO allows participants to perform any activity without the
restriction of equipment or burden of structured activities, it is labor intensive for
laboratory personnel 1 and poses the possibility of the participant reacting to the
observer.8 Furthermore, DO is impractical when researchers need to collect hours of data.
These limitations of DO are mainly why researchers rely heavily on accelerometers when
assessing free-living activity over several days or weeks.
As previously mentioned, although accelerometers are most practical for freeliving PA measurement in children, many limitations are present in regard to how the
device is calibrated to translate accelerations to PA metrics. Consequently, video
recoding adults have been validated as a criterion measure for calibrating accelerometry
output.2 To combat the limitations of momentary sampling where only the highest
activity is coded in a specified time frame, a video recorded DO system uses focal
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sampling. Focal sampling requires the observer to record every activity that occurs
regardless of intensity or length of time preformed. Recording every activity ensures that
all levels of activity are accounted for which is hypothesized to increase the accuracy of
assessing overall PA intensity and duration. Accounting for all activity is especially
important for children whose activity behaviors are sporadic. The focal sampling DO
method that has been validated in adults has yet to be validated in children.1 With the
high demand on accelerometers to measure PA in children and lack of clarity regarding
dose response relationships between PA and health outcomes in youth, the development
and testing of a similar focal sampling DO system is needed for the pediatric population.
Purpose of Study
The purpose of this study is to develop and test a novel video-based focal
sampling DO system for 6-10 year-old children.
Aims & Hypotheses
Aim 1: Develop a video-based focal sampling direct observation system based on
previous DO systems and the Compendium of Energy Expenditures for Youth23
Aim 2: To demonstrate DO system intrarater and interrater reliability
H2.1: Agreement between expert coder’s first observation and second observation
of six videos for all DO variables (Whole Body Movement, Activity Type,
Locomotion, Limb Movement, absolute, MET values, and PA intensity
categories) will be ³ 0.80.
H2.2: Agreement between novice coders (n=6) and and the expert coder will ³ 0.80
for categorical (Whole Body Movement, Activity Type, Locomotion, Limb
Movement) and continuous (absolute MET values, PA intensity categories)
variables.
5

Aim 3: To compare the DO system to accelerometry
H3.1: Comparisons between DO and accelerometer estimates of percent time spent
in PA intensity categories will be moderate to strong.
Exploratory Aim 1: Test DO system’s ability to estimate energy expenditure using
indirect calorimetry as a criterion measure
He.1: Energy expenditure calculated from MET values derived from DO output
and EE from indirect calorimetry will be weak to moderate.
Summary
Many 6-11 year old children are not meeting public health recommendations for
PA, which puts them at risk for developing chronic health issues.3,4,6 Although
questionnaires are inexpensive and can be used to collect population based data,
reliability and validation of these instruments in children are weak and no questionnaires
are recommended for use in children under 10 years of age.10 Therefore, researchers rely
heavily on accelerometers to measure free-living PA in children. Accelerometry is most
practical for assessing PA over prolonged periods of time,9 however, the calibration
methods used can be improved by taking advantage of superior technology. Laboratorybased accelerometer calibration studies do not translate to free-living activity, leading to
misclassification of a participant’s free-living PA. The development and testing of a
novel DO method used during free-living sessions will advance previous research and
will be used to calibrate accelerometers during free-living behaviors in future research.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Overview
Researchers have used novel methodologies to validate DO as a criterion measure
for the calibration of accelerometers in adults.2 The purpose of this literature review is to
fully explain DO methodologies in children, and other measurement techniques such as
indirect calorimetry, and motion sensors, focusing mainly on accelerometers.
Direct Observation
In a free-living environment, DO is considered the gold standard method to
monitor PA in children.8 Direct observation involves highly trained research personnel
observing and coding activities based on the intensity of activity and/or contextual
information.1,9 Traditionally, participants are observed and activities are coded in realtime. The basis on which the activities are coded vary from intensities such as SED, LPA,
or MVPA20 to specified activity categories based on type of the activity.22,24 Direct
observation may also be appropriate and beneficial for behavioral based research
because, in addition to activity intensity, it also captures the context of the activity.9,25
Among the different DO systems for children, all use a momentary time sampling method
to code activities. Momentary time sampling involves observing participants for a
predetermined time and then recording the behavior, and for some DO instruments,
contextual information. The cycle repeats and stays constant during the entire observation
session. Although DO is labor intensive, due to its strong face validity, it is a criterion
measure for assessing PA in a free-living setting.1,8 Due to the abundant information
researchers can gain from DO, many variations have been developed specifically for
children (Table 1).22,26
7

Table 1: Direct Observation Validation Studies in Children & Adolescents
Comparison
Study

DO Method

Coding
Technique

Activity Level
Codes

Participants

Reliability
Mean
Agreement

McIver, 2016

Observational
System for
Recording
Physical Activity
of ChildrenElementary
OSRAC-E

30s Momentary
time-sampling
5s observe 25s
record
Highest PA
level recorded

Stationary;
1. no movement
2. movement
Movement:
3. slow
4. moderate
5. Fast

Grades K-5; 8
schools;
n=936

96% >
agreement
between
observers

N/A

N/A

McKenzie,
2000 &
SaintMaurice,
2011

System for
Observing Play
and Leisure
Activity in Youth
(SOPLAY)

Scan target area
coding activity
of each child
per 1 second

88%-97%

accelerometr
y

r=0.37-0.58 across
PA categories
compared to
accelerometry

Mciver, 2009

Observational
System for
Recording
Physical Activity
of Children-Home
(OSRAC-H)

30s Momentary
time-sampling
5s observe 25s
record
Highest PA
level recorded

4.5 y; n=13

88-99%
agreement
between
observers

N/A

N/A

3-5y; n=3
schools

89-100% mean
agreement
between
observers

N/A

N/A

N/A

HR

Mean HR increased
between all
activities except
lying and sitting

HR, EE

HR and estimated
EE increased across
the 5 activities

VO2 and HR

No significant
difference between
comparative
measures intensity
level and observer
intensity level
(p<0.05)

Brown, 2006

Rowe, 1997

McKenzie,
1991

Puhl, 1990

Observational
System for
Recording
Physical Activity
of ChildrenPreschool
OSRAC-P
System for
Observing Fitness
Instruction Time
(SOFIT)
Behaviors of
Eating and
Activity of
Children’s Health
System
(BEACHES)
Children’s
Activity Rating
Scale (CARS)

30s Momentary
time-sampling
5s observe 25s
record
Highest PA
level recorded

Sedentary
Walking
Very Active

Stationary;
1. no movement
2. movement
Movement:
3. slow
4. moderate
5. Fast
Stationary;
1. no movement
2. movement
Movement:
3. slow
4. moderate
5. Fast

10 second
Momentary
Time Sampling

5 activity
categories

1 minute
Momentary
Time Sampling
25s observation
35s record

Lying Down,
Sitting,
Standing,
Walking, Very
Active

Each activity
rating change
that occurs
longer than 3 s

Stationary;
1. no movement
2. movement
Locomotion:
3. slow
4. moderate
5. strenuous

Reliability:
Grades 6-8
n=24 schools
Validity:
Elementary
children
n=160

Grades 1-8;
n=173
Reliability: 4-8y;
n= 42
Validity 4-9;
n=19

Reliability:
5-6y; n=192
Validity:
5-6y; n=25

94-99%

84.1 +/- 10.1%

Comparison
Measures

Results

Studies Assessing Reliability of Direct Observation Systems
Largely due to its high face validity, DO is recognized as a criterion measure for
validating other PA assessment tools. Directly observing and recording what a participant
is actually doing should be inherently accurate.9 Based on previous literature, in order for
the system to be valid, the DO results must be able to be replicated.22,27 Consequently,
validation of different DO methods involves addressing the reliability of the system. In
8

order to assess reliability, interobserver agreement is often analyzed to evaluate the
performance of the DO method.28,29
The standard for reliability is to achieve at least 80% interobserver reliability.28
The Observational Systems for Recording Physical Activity in Children (OSRAC) were
developed and tailored for the home (OSRAC-H) 25, elementary school (OSRAC-E) 29
and preschool (OSRAC-P).30 The OSRAC DO coding schemes include activity
categories but also include contextual information such as location and social interaction
regarding the PA of the participant. All OSRAC systems include the same activity
intensities; however, each system has been tailored according to the intended participants
and environment. The OSRAC-H, OSRAC-E, and OSRAC-P coding systems were
assessed for interobserver agreement by calculating Cohen’s Kappa. Agreement was
assessed for time spent in SED, LPA, and MVPA between coders for each observation.
Interobserver Cohen’s Kappa for 6,700 OSRAC-H observation intervals and 11,360
OSRAC-E observation intervals ranged from 0.49-0.94, and 0.80-0.95, respectively.25,29
Observations for OSCRAC-P were performed in three different preschools and a mean
Cohen’s Kappa of 0.80 was reported.30
McKenzie and colleagues produced a DO system referred to as the System for
Observing Play and Leisure Activities in Youth (SOPLAY) for children in grades 6-8.26
Interobserver intraclass correlations for SED, walking and very activity among girls and
boys were 0.98, 0.95, and 0.76 and 0.98, 0.98, 0.97, respectively. The intraclass
correlation for ‘very active’ was only slightly lower (0.97). For both girls and boys,
interrater agreements for the five contextual categories were found to be strong ranging
from 88% to 97% across all interrater comparisons.26

9

The purpose of DO is to assess not only PA intensity but also patterns such as
duration spent in each PA category.8 Therefore, many studies reported the percentage of
observation time coded at each activity level. Across all OSRAC DO systems, 5-second
observation intervals coded as MVPA only occurred less than 1% to 16% of the time for
preschool to elementary aged children.25,29,30 McKenzie et al. reported similar results with
only ~16% of the time spent in MVPA while children were at school.26 Furthermore,
studies using OSRAC systems reported 65% to 96% of observation intervals coded as
SED regardless of environment.25,29,30 According to this overview of OSRAC literature,
DO systems tailored to environments and/or participants can be reliable means to
examine the physical activity of children of many ages. Results from the study using
SOPLAY did not report the percentage of time spent in each PA intensity category. In
addition, 37-94% of the observation times were coded as “unidentifiable activity”, rather
than a specific PA intensity level.26 The Children’s Activity Rating Scale (CARS), the
Behaviors of Eating, and Activity of Children’s Health System (BEACHES) observation
methods also produced high reliability within their interobserver agreements (CARS:
84.1% +/- 10.1, BEACHES: 94%-99%). The results produced using SOPLAY included a
significantly greater participation in activity among male students than females. The sex
difference observed is parallel with prior research conducted by Baranowski et al.,31
providing some level of construct validation for the SOPLAY method.
Validation Studies of Direct Observation Systems
The concept of validation of DO systems is challenging since the other measures
used, such as heart rate and oxygen consumption are valid physiological measures but
may not adequately reflect the sporadic movements of children outside of the laboratory
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setting. Comparative measures including oxygen consumption, heart rate and
accelerometry-derived movement have been used to validate DO systems.21,22,26,27,28
Heart rate monitors were used in the validation studies for CARS, BEACHES and
System for Observing Fitness Instruction Time (SOFIT) DO systems.21,22,24,27 Participants
included 5-6 year olds,21 4-9 year olds,22 and children in 1st to 8th grade,24 respectively.
Each of the above observational systems involves the use of five PA levels as specified in
Table 1. Validation for CARS, BEACHES, and SOFIT included assessing the system’s
ability to discriminate between intensity levels. In order to assess the CARS ability to
differentiate between intensity levels, researchers selected and assigned activities to each
of the activity categories. Participants were instructed to perform four activities such as
coloring and lying for 5 minutes each. Following all four activities, a 5-minute break was
provided before five 3-minute treadmill walks at increasing grades. Heart rates were
significantly different between activities (p < 0.05) which indicates the DO method’s
ability to distinguish one intensity level from another.27 The study conducted to validate
BEACHES found that heart rate had a positive association with intensity level of
structured activities.22 However, no statistical analyses were conducted to assess
significance of differences between heart rates. Similarly, the validation study for SOFIT
assessed change in heart rate as it related to the activities varying in intensity. Significant
differences in heart rate were apparent between “Standing”, “Jogging”, “Curl ups” and
“Push-ups” (p <0.05). However, no significant difference was noted between “Lying”
and “Sitting”.24 Other studies have used accelerometry as a comparative measure rather
than heart rate. Maurice et al.28 conducted a validation study for SOPLAY. Findings
indicated that minutes spent in MVPA derived from SOPLAY were significantly higher
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than the minutes spent in MVPA captured by a BioTrainer Pro accelerometer (Biotrainer,
IM systems, Baltimore, MD). The correlations between SOPLAY and accelerometry
ranged from weak to moderate (r=0.37 to 0.58). Consistent with results from the
validation of the SOPLAY system, researchers observed no change in heart rate between
lying and sitting activity categories while validating SOFIT. All activities showed
intraclass correlations of at least 0.98 when compared to HR.24
Direct Observation Summary
The Cohen’s Kappa statistics for OSRAC-H, OSRAC-E, OSRAC-P ranged from
0.94-0.95.26,29,30 Intraclass correlations for SOPLAY ranged between =0.76-0.98 for
activity intensity categories. A majority of interobserver agreement results were about
0.80 for intensity category which is indicative of a reliable DO system. However, some
percent agreements were as low as 0.40 in the SOPLAY study.26 Studies using SOFIT,
BEACHES and CARS showed the capacity to discriminate between different intensities
of activity. Based on the statistical evidence, the use of these DO systems provide
reproducibility and allow observers to distinguish between PA intensities.
Although the DO systems showed reliability and the capacity to distinguish
between PA intensities, all previously mentioned validation studies used several
consecutive minutes of structured activities that were selected to represent each PA
intensity category. The structure and length of the activities in the validation studies do
not match the intermittent PA patterns of children in a free-living setting. Therefore, DO
systems may not be equipped to assess small intervals of PA activity including various
PA intensities. Also, using physiological measures such as heart rate or oxygen
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consumption, may not be appropriate comparison measures when validating sporadic
free-living movements in children.
Challenges of Direct Observation
Aside from its advantages, DO has several limitations. As mentioned previously,
DO is labor-intensive. Of studies that have specified, time spent training observers has
ranged from 20 to 42 hours.21,22,26 Furthermore, the validated DO systems reported above
require observers to code in real-time. The real-time coding leads to the possibility of
human error1 leading to missed or incorrectly coded activities.20 A way to address this
challenge is to record the observation sessions using a video camera. The observers can
then rewind and pause the video and will not have to make instantaneous decisions about
the activity and consequently reduce the number of activities coded as unidentifiable
activities. All of the DO systems presented previously use momentary sampling which
requires observers to code only the highest level of PA intensity observed in the given
observation cycle. The implementation of this rule can be problematic because children’s
PA is sporadic.19 Sporadic PA over 15 seconds may include only 3 seconds of VPA and
12 seconds of VPA. By recording only the highest intensity level the entire 15 seconds is
recorded as vigorous PA. Therefore, the PA is overestimated in free-living settings.
Focal sampling is an alternative technique for observing PA that has been used,
thus far, only in adults.1,20 The observer codes an activity and does not code again until
the activity changes. Although the use of focal sampling will capture the intermittent
activity of children, it is not realistic for real-time coding. Therefore, the use of video
recording was introduced. The real-time data collection process requires complete focus
from the observer, limiting the amount of data that can be collected over longer periods
of time. Video recording the sessions allows the coder to pause sessions at any time. If
13

the observer is fatigued or for any reason cannot continue with the session, they can
pause the video and begin observing at another time. Although there is a higher
researcher burden with DO as compared to other methods, it is a valuable tool to assess
PA intensity and related contextual information in children.
Indirect Calorimetry
Another criterion measure for assessing PA is indirect calorimetry. Indirect
Calorimetry (IC) is the gold standard for measuring energy expenditure (EE) via gas
exchange. Gas measurements (oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide production)
recorded from the participant are converted to EE (kcals). In order to calculate EE, the
Weirs equation or a modification of the equation is used.32
The devices that use indirect calorimetry to measure EE have changed
significantly over the years, from stationary to portable gas analyzer systems, and whole
room calorimeters.33,34 The Douglas bag, the first method used to assess total gas
exchange, was a simple large airtight bag with a mouthpiece connected to an inspiratory
and expiratory valve.35 In order to assess EE with the Douglas bag, fractional oxygen
and carbon dioxide volumes are analyzed. The accuracy of the Douglas bag is why it has
been and is still considered the criterion measure for total gas exchange. The main
limitation of this device is the need for chemical analyses and the time it takes to carry
out these processes.33,34 Importantly, the Douglas bag method is unable to assess smaller
windows of ventilation (e.g. minute-by-minute or breath-by-breath).
In contrast to the Douglas bag method, the stationary metabolic systems use open
spirometry to analyze gas exchange within a laboratory-based setting. Unlike the Douglas
bag, the stationary metabolic systems analyze breath-by-breath carbon dioxide and
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oxygen volume electronically.33,34 The measure of both carbon dioxide and oxygen
content and ventilation can be used to calculate energy expenditure and aerobic
capacity.33 Although both outcomes are useful for researchers and clinicians, the
computer-based gas analyzer is stationary and limits its use to a laboratory setting.33
To combat the limitations of the stationary metabolic system, portable systems
were then developed. Portable gas analyzers can collect oxygen consumption data in
small epochs similar to the stationary metabolic systems. However, these portable
devices use telemetry to transmit gas exchange data to a nearby computer. The telemetry
allows for the device to record data without the person being connected to a stationary
metabolic system.33 The size and mobility of the devices make them ideal for participants
to move more freely 34 and thus, perform a larger range of activities. Despite the shift
from stationary to portable devices, almost all accelerometer calibration studies still
involve structured and semi-structured activities.36,37 The structured and semi-structured
laboratory-based calibration studies are needed as a first step to calibrate devices but
should not be the only calibration setting. The lack of free-living accelerometer
calibration studies is a major impediment to improving our estimates of usual PA in freeliving participants.
The activities used in these laboratory-based protocols are typically exercises that
many children would never participate in such as running on a treadmill or cycling on a
cycle ergometer.11,18,37,38 The need for free-living assessment of energy expenditure and
the advent of portable indirect calorimetry led to the use of more activities likely to be
performed by children regularly. Many of the protocols that aimed to address this
limitation still rely heavily on structured or semi-structured activities.16,36,37 The use of
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calorimetry in children is mainly used to assess aerobic metabolism while accelerometers
are used to assess movement. While they are related, aerobic metabolism and movement
are, two different constructs.14 The difference between aerobic metabolism and
movement make it difficult to calibrate accelerometers, which assess movement, with
aerobic metabolism.8 Aerobic metabolism can be influenced by external factors such as
an individual’s unique physiology and environmental constraints. Furthermore, short
bursts of high intensity activity are common in children and anaerobic metabolism will
contribute significantly to these tasks but will not be captured by indirect calorimetry,
which requires steady state activity. As mentioned previously, movement and aerobic
metabolism are both representative of PA but are two distinct factors that do not change
on the same time scale. While aerobic metabolism may stay elevated for minutes to hours
after a high intensity bout of PA, body movement from an accelerometer may reflect
SED behavior or LPA during that same time period. Although there must be a
relationship between EE and movement, as they are key factors in PA, the relationship is
not well understood.39
Pedometers & Accelerometers
To assess movement, motion sensors, such as pedometers and accelerometers,
record body movement that is then translated to PA metrics through calibration studies.
Traditionally, pedometers collect step counts based on spring mechanisms in the device
while accelerometers record raw accelerations signals that are converted to “counts”
derived through proprietary filtering and algorithms based on the raw acceleration
signal(s).8 Accelerometers and pedometers are ideal for PA measurement in the field as
they can provide an objective measure without a researcher present.
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Pedometers
Pedometer steps accumulated during the day have been used to assess the PA level
of children. Currently, 11,500–13,500 steps/day are recommended for children ages 6-11
years old.40 This recommendation is the equivalent of the child meeting current PA
guidelines of 60 minutes of MVPA/day. Pedometers are favored for the simplicity of the
output (e.g., number of steps and distance traveled) and low cost. The feedback is
available immediately for the user via a display window, a behavior change technique
termed, self-monitoring 41 and used frequently in behavioral intervention research.
Despite the low cost and simplicity, pedometers have limitations. Studies have assessed
the validity of pedometers in children from ages 5 to 12 years old.42-44 Step counts from
pedometers at moderate and fast walking paces are more similar to directly observed step
counts than at slower paces.43,44 For example, Kilanowski et al. compared pedometers to
accelerometry output for steps during classroom activity and recreational activity, the
pedometers showed moderate (r=0.50) to high (r=98) correlations, respectively.42 Others
have previously discussed the evidence suggesting that pedometers provide reliable and
valid estimates of daily ambulatory patterns of children over the age of 5 years old.41
Although pedometers can be useful PA measurement tools for researchers,
especially in large populations, they do not record PA intensity.45 Therefore, researchers
cannot make any inferences about intensity, patterns or the duration of activity bouts.8
Another issue with pedometers is that the feedback to the user could change their regular
activity based on the information they receive from the device.41 Despite the fact that the
change in activity could be beneficial for interventions, it may interfere with gaining
insight on a population’s habitual PA. However, some models of pedometers allow the
feedback to be unavailable to the wearer but reactivity from simply wearing the device
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could still occur.41 Depending on the research question, pedometers could be the most
accurate and cost-effective tool to measure PA. Pedometers may be the favorable choice
in the event that researchers want to evaluate ambulatory patterns over relatively long
periods of time (i.e., day-to-day, week-to-week). Furthermore, the inexpensiveness and
accuracy of pedometers are ideal for large epidemiological studies.45
Accelerometers
Accelerometers are an extension of pedometer technology that record
accelerations (i.e., movement) and have been used by researchers to understand
individuals PA levels and patterns in groups of people. Accelerations from the
movements are recorded as unitless “counts” based on the magnitude of the acceleration.
The counts are then processed using count ranges or cut points derived from calibration
studies to classify PA intensity. Accelerometers have been used in laboratory-based
studies, intervention-based research involving PA in children, and even large nationallyrepresentative samples such as the National Health and Nutrition Examination
Surveys.11,14,46 The ActiGraph (Pensacola, FL) accelerometers are currently the most
frequently used device to record free-living PA.14 The newest ActiGraph (AG) models
capture raw acceleration data at predetermined frequencies as high as 100 hertz 14,16 and
proprietary AG software (ActiLife, Ver 6.4) can be used to collapse the data into larger
time intervals for calculation of summary variables. The predetermined time intervals
(range from 100 Hz to 1-min) are known as “epochs” and these data are saved within the
AG’s internal memory.14,16 Calibration studies are then conducted to make the
acceleration data from the devices meaningful for interpretation.
For the purpose of PA measurement, all accelerometer data must be calibrated in
order to make meaningful interpretations relate to meeting or not meeting PA
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recommendations or to help people increase PA. Calibration involves using the raw
acceleration signals and translating them into meaningful metrics to estimate energy
expenditure and identify movement patterns.11,39 In efforts to bridge the gap between
biological outcomes such as EE with the mechanical outcomes of the accelerometer,
calibration studies frequently use comparative measures such as indirect calorimetry.
Calibration studies in the past used protocols that involved structured activities on the
treadmill. However, recently there has been a shift to protocols including free-living
activities. Calibration studies have been conducted in children ages 3-18 years of age.14
The proposed study will only include 6-10 year old children 6-10 and therefore, the
calibration studies in this review will be limited to studies that include these ages (Table
2).
The purpose of every calibration study is to translate the data from the
accelerometer into meaningful information about frequency, intensity, and duration of
PA. In order to translate the acceleration signals, researchers have used several methods
including regression models and receiver operator characteristic (ROC curves).
Regression models have been frequently used as a means to translate accelerometer data.
Based on criterion measures such as indirect calorimetry or DO, researchers can select
activities for each intensity category for participants to complete. The regression model
then allows researchers to calculate intercepts and slopes for each of these activities. All
of the values recorded can then be used to calculate an average value creating thresholds
for each intensity category.39
Receiver operator characteristic curves allow researchers to select the level of
sensitivity and specificity that maximizes the accelerometer’s ability to classify PA into
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intensity categories, compared with the classifications from a criterion measure.39
Sensitivity is the device’s ability to register that PA is occurring when the criterion
measures indicate that PA is occurring. Specificity is the device’s ability to avoid
classifying PA as an activity when none is truly occurring. The ROC curve provides
researchers with a range of cut points from which the optimal sensitivity and specificity
can be selected.
Accelerometer Calibration Studies in Children
The accelerometer calibration studies presented in Table 2 include some form of
indirect calorimetry as the criterion measure. The age ranges include all or some ages
between 6-11 years old. Accelerometer epochs used for the studies were either 1, 5, 15 or
60 second epochs. For data processing purposes, three of the studies used regression
models11,18,36 and three others used ROC curve to calculate cut points.17,37,47 Location of
accelerometers during the validation studies was mostly the hip, however, the wrist 37 and
lower leg 36 were also evaluated. Each protocol required 2 to 10 different activities
ranging from 3 to 20 minutes each. Eston et al.18, Evenson et al.17 and Freedson et al. 11
cut points were derived from processing raw accelerations during structured
activity.11,17,18 The structured activities included exercise on a treadmill and/or cycle
ergometer. However, Eston and Evenson did include 3 and 6 simulated free-living
activities, respectively. The devices tested in these validation studies include the AG,
Actical, Actiwatch, Tritrac-RD3 or a combination of two.
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Table 2. Accelerometer Calibration Studies in Children and Adolescents
Study

Sample

Accelerometer

Chandler,
Brazedale,
Beets &
Mealing
(2016)

8-12 yrs.;
n=45

AG
GTX+

Crouter,
Flynn, &
Bassestt
(2015)

8-15 yrs.;
n=181
n=42

AG
GT3X/GT3X+

Evenson,
Catellier, Gill,
Ondrak, &
McMurray
(2008)

5-8 yrs.;
n=33

AG Model
7164 &
Actical

Freedson,
Pober, & Janz
(2005)

Puyau,
Adolph,
Vohra, &
Butte (2002)

Eston,
Rowlands, &
Ingledew
(1998)

6-18 yrs.;
n=80

AG
Model 7164

6-16 yrs.;
n=26

AG
Model 7164 &
ACTiWatch
Model AW16

8-10 yrs.;
n=30

Tritrac-R3D
Model T303
& AG-WAM
Model 7164

Location

Comparative
Measure

Wrist

DO & Heart
Rate

Wrist

IC

Hip

IC

Hip

Hip

IC

6hr Room
Calorimetry

Hip

IC

a

Protocol
Resting, arts
and crafts,
walking and
PACER*
(10 mins each)
30 mins supine
rest,
2-7 different
activities from a
list of 25
activities (8
mins each)
2hrs
unstructured PA
6 free-living
activities, 3
treadmill
speeds, and 1
bicycle
ergometer speed
(7 mins each)

3 treadmill
speeds

Resting,
sedentary, light,
moderate, and
vigorous (20
mins each)
Field activities:
jump rope, skip,
walk and jog (3
mins)
3 free-living
activities, 2
walking speeds,
2 running
speeds on
treadmill (4
mins each)

Data
Processing

Intensity Cut point
Counts

5s

ROC Curve

Sedentary (0-105)
Light (106-261)
Moderate (262-564)
Vigorous (565+)

1s

ROC curve/
Regression
Model

Sedentary (</= 100)
Light (11-609)
Moderate (6101809)
Vigorous(1810+)

ROC curve

Sedentary (0-25)
Light (26-573)
Moderate (5741002)
Vigorous (1003+)

60 s

Regression
Model

Sedentary (0-149)
Light (150-499)
Moderate (500 3999)
Vigorous (40007599)
Very Vigorous
(7600+)

60 s

Regression
Model

Sedentary (<800)
Light (800-3200)
Moderate (32018199)
Vigorous (8200+)

Regression
Model

Sedentary (N/A)
Light (N/A)
Moderate (500 3999)a
Vigorous
(>/=4000)a

Epoch

15 s

60 s

= Derived from Freedson et al. 1997
IC = Indirect Calorimetry, AG= ActiGraph, DO= direct observation, PACER =
Progressive Aerobic Cardiovascular Endurance Run
.

Accelerometer calibration studies have been completed using variable age ranges
and wear locations; all with the use of different data collection protocols and data
processing techniques. Referring to the protocols, many studies included structured
activity such as treadmill walking. However, two studies included mainly free-living
activities.37,47 Based on the regression models and ROC curves used to process the raw
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counts from the accelerometer, each group of researchers could calculate thresholds for
SED, LPA, and MVPA. Freedson et al.11, Puyau et al.36, Eston et al.18, all calibrated
accelerometers on the hip based on counts per minute from the accelerometer. However,
the count values reported for the upper cutpoint of SED, LPA, and MVPA ranged from
25-800, 261-3200, 200-8100, and 560-8200 counts per minute, respectively.

Figure 1: Upper Bounds of Youth Cutpoints. SED= sedentary, LPA= light physical
activity, MPA= moderate physical activity, VPA= vigorous physical activity
Accelerometry Challenges
As described above, accelerometers are frequently calibrated in a laboratory
setting.7 Although a few studies have included some free-living activities 17,18,37 a
majority of the calibration data collected across the studies were steady-state aerobic
PA.17,18,38 Children typically move with short bouts of intense physical activity followed
by frequent rest.9,19 Therefore, steady-state aerobic PA calibration techniques may lack
the ability to measure the intermittent nature of PA in children. Accelerometers’ ability to
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accurately capture activities in the free-living setting are contingent on whether similar
activities were included in the calibration protocol.7
Not only does the method of calibration vary across studies and consequently, so
do the “counts” for different intensity category cut points once the data is processed. As
depicted in Table 2, even when accelerometers are calibrated in similar age groups and/or
worn in the same body location, researchers still calculate different intensity category cut
points. The wear locations of the accelerometers during calibration also introduces
differences between studies. The cut points derived from each study is only applicable to
the wear location where it was initially calibrated. Furthermore, the duration of the
epochs can be manipulated by the researcher and therefore, vary from study to study. A
limitation of using different epochs between studies is that data across studies cannot be
fully compared. The variation of epochs will lead to variation in results and therefore, PA
collected will vary sample-to-sample.14 The diversity of methods for calibrating and
processing the data from accelerometers make it difficult to find the optimal methods
available and therefore, standardized practices.
In addition, the few free-living activities preformed in the discussed calibration
studies are still very structured (e.g. time and order specific). The nature of the protocol
design already lessens the translatability to a true free-living setting. For example, when a
child is asked to perform a free-living activity in a laboratory for a specified amount of
time or in a certain order, the activity is no longer free-living for the participant.
Furthermore, due to factors such as excitement or anxiety, metabolic values collected are
less likely to be representative of the true energy cost of that activity.16 Therefore, the
calibration of accelerometers should be conducted within settings that mirror free-living
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settings in order to increase the accuracy when used in real life situations (e.g.
surveillance, physical activity interventions).16,48 Therefore, identifying a criterion PA
measure that is reliable, valid, and will not interfere with the child’s normal movement
patterns is needed.
Literature Review Summary
In summary, accelerometry, indirect calorimetry, and DO all have strengths and
weaknesses in regard to measuring PA in children. Accelerometers are ideal for freeliving PA but require calibration. As mentioned earlier, accelerometers have frequently
been calibrated using structured activities within a laboratory. The choice to complete
calibration in the laboratory setting is primarily due to the reliance on indirect calorimetry
as the criterion measure. Once implemented in free-living and unstructured settings the
accelerometer does not perform as well as it would in a structured setting.1,7 Furthermore,
the accelerometers are calibrated using physiological measures such as energy
expenditure. Accelerometers are based on movement and therefore, calibrating these
devices with biological measures alone is challenging. A solution to these limitations
would be to calibrate the devices using physiologic and movement inclusive data.
Indirect calorimetry is the gold standard for measuring energy expenditure and is
typically the criterion measure for accelerometer calibration studies. Unfortunately,
indirect calorimetry requires expensive equipment and steady-state conditions that do not
apply for free-living activities. The use of a room calorimeter also limits the number of
free-living activities one can perform due to the size of the rooms. Direct observation is
also a criterion measure for PA due to its strong face validity but it is labor-intensive and
impractical for prolonged periods of a time.
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The physiological measures from indirect calorimetry coupled with the
movement measures from a DO system, which can estimate movement patterns and EE,
could be useful in identifying the gap between movement and EE of PA. Consequently,
data from such a DO system could be used to calibrate accelerometers, providing more
accurate and precise estimates of free-living PA frequency, intensity, duration, and
potentially activity type. Researchers have validated a DO system in adults, similar to the
one described above, using a simulated free-living setting.1 There is a need for the
validation of a similar DO system in children within a free-living setting. However,
before being used as a criterion measure in an accelerometer calibration study, the DO
system must first be assessed for interrater and intrarater reliability. Therefore, this study
will contribute to the gaps in the literature by developing and testing a novel video-based
focal sampling DO system that can be used in future studies to calibrate accelerometers
during free-living activity in children.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODS
Aim 1: Develop a video-based focal sampling direct observation system based on
previous DO systems and the Compendium of Energy Expenditures for Youth23
Aim 2: To demonstrate DO system intrarater and interrater reliability
H2.1: Agreement between expert coder’s first observation and second observation
of six videos for all DO variables (Whole Body Movement, Activity Type,
Locomotion, Limb Movement, absolute, MET values, and PA intensity
categories) will be ³ 0.80.
H2.2: Agreement between novice coders (n=6) and and the expert coder will ³ 0.80
for categorical (Whole Body Movement, Activity Type, Locomotion, Limb
Movement) and continuous (absolute MET values, PA intensity categories)
variables.
Aim 3: To compare the DO system to accelerometry
H3.1: Comparisons between DO and accelerometer estimates of percent time spent
in PA intensity categories will be moderate to strong.
Exploratory Aim 1: Test DO system’s ability to estimate energy expenditure using
indirect calorimetry as a criterion measure
He.1: Energy expenditure calculated from MET values derived from DO output
and EE from indirect calorimetry will be weak to moderate.
The methods of the current study are presented in Figure 2. Due to the first aim of
the proposed study, the methods begin by describing the development of the DO coding
system. Once the development of the DO coding system is explained, the participants,
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outcome measures, and description of the equipment being used in the study will be
provided. Next, the procedures of the data collection are described. Data processing of
the videos recorded during data collections, AG data and Oxycon output are then
explained in detail. Lastly, the analysis plan for each aim will be presented.

Development
of DO system

Recruitment
& Screening

30 minute
free-play
session

Coding Videos
using DO
system

Analyses

Figure 2 – Study Design

Direct Observation Coding System Development
Aim 1: Develop a video-based focal sampling direct observation system based on
previous DO systems and the Compendium of Energy Expenditures in Youth.23
The Observer XT Software
The DO coding system was developed using the Observer XT direct observation
software system (Noldus Information Technology, Inc, Leesburg, VA, United States of
America). The Observer XT allows the user to upload videos for observation into the
software. The software provides basic video player features such as pausing, rewinding,
and playback speed adjustments. The main feature of the Observer XT is the ability to
record or code events from a video. Prior to coding, the user can develop a unique coding
system that fits the needs of their outcomes of interest. The development of the coding
system involves main codes and modifiers. The main codes are inserted in the
observation log by clicking the corresponding behavior in the side panel or using a userdefined “quick key” shortcut. The modifiers are sub codes that further describe the main
code. For this project, rather than only coding the child as “standing”, the modifiers allow
the user to specify other movements or context that may be occurring such as Limb
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Movement (e.g. upper body movement) or type of activity (e.g. playing with toys). The
phases of the development process included: 1) familiarization of the software, 2)
construction of the coding system and, 3) finalization of the DO system along with the
creation of specific guidelines for using the novel DO system.
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Phase 1: Familiarization of the Observer XT Noldus software
The coding system is based on the Children’s Activity Rating Scale (CARS), a
previously validated real-time coding system.21,27 The main objective of the CARS
coding system is to assess intensity of activity by coding the highest intensity of every
other 15-second time interval. With the use of the Observer XT, the CARS system could
be used to code intensity using focal sampling. Therefore, the first step to developing the
novel direct observation system was to assess the ability to incorporate a traditional DO
system (CARS) into the Observer XT coding system for assessing simulated free-play
sessions of children. Two different coders coded 12 simulated free-play sessions. A “1”
for SED, “2” for LPA, “3” for MPA or “4” for VPA was coded for each behavior in the
Observer XT to record intensity of activity. In contrast to the traditional momentary
sampling, an intensity was coded each time there was a change in activity. Data from this
first step of the coding system is not presented and was used solely for developing the
more complex final DO system. During this first iteration of using the software, two
novice coders coded subset of observations (n=12). After the preliminary observations
were completed, the format of the Observer XT observation data files was examined. The
examination of the DO data was used to outline a tentative analysis plan that could
address all aims of the current study.
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Phase 2: Construction of Novel Coding System
In the first iteration of constructing the novel DO system, the main code known as
“behavior” in the Observer XT was the Activity Type. For example, if the child was
playing with toys then the main code was “Playing with Toys”. The modifiers included
MET value, Locomotion, and Limb Movement. The MET values were preassigned to
each main code derived from the corresponding MET cost presented in the Compendium
of Energy Expenditures in Youth.23 The modifier “Locomotion” was coded as either
“Yes” or “No” to specify if the child was locomoting or not. Finally, the “Limb
Movement” modifier was coded using “Upper”, “Lower”, “Both” or “None”. Therefore,
a single code included a Whole Body Movement and 3 modifiers to further describe the
behavior (Figure 3).
Playing with
Toys

MET Value: 1.5

Locomotion: No

Limb
Movement:
Upper

Figure 3- Example Coding Schematic
The correct coding output if a child is playing with toys, without
locomoting, and with upper but no lower body movement using Version 1
of the DO system.
Using the focal sampling method, every time a behavior or a modifier of that
same behavior changed, the next event was recorded. Therefore, cues for the start of each
behavior were defined. In respect to focal sampling, it is possible that Whole Body
Movement could be coded but with different modifiers than the previous. For example, if
a child is, at first, playing with toys, not locomoting and preforming upper body
movement and then begins moving the lower body as well then “Playing with Toys” is
coded again still with no Locomotion but now with both upper and lower body
movement. Each event that lasted at least 2 seconds was coded.
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This first version of the coding system, as described above, was evaluated to
assess two key features including the appropriateness of main behavior in Noldus and the
2-second rule for coding behaviors and modifiers. After preliminary use of the coding
system, a limitation to using the specific activity as the main code was identified. The
main body movement of the participant was not the primary focus, which was deemed
essential to the desired outcomes of the coding system. Therefore, the specific activities
(e.g. playing with toys) were reconstructed as modifiers and Whole Body Movements
became the new main behaviors.
Next, the 2-second rule was assessed based on its ability to capture a majority of
the activity preformed. To assess the 2-second rule, the expert coder coded a single
simulated free-play session twice. The first time, each behavior or modifier was coded if
it lasted at least 2 seconds. The second time, each behavior or modifier was coded if it
lasted at least 1 second. The 2-second file was compared to the 1-second file based on the
absolute number of different events coded. The number of events coded was selected
based on the premise that more events coded suggests a higher sensitivity to behavior
change. Therefore, if the 1-second file had substantially more behaviors than the 2second file, then this would suggest that the 1-second guideline is more appropriate.
Upon evaluation, the 1-second and 2-second file had 434 and 289 events, respectively.
Therefore, the guideline was then changed requiring every behavior or modifier that
lasted longer than 1 second to be coded. Transitions such as sitting to standing rarely
lasted longer than 1 second and consequently were not included in the coding system.
Phase 3: Final Direct Observation System Design and Training
In Phase 2, the main codes, known as “behaviors” in the Observer XT, were identified
and included 12 body movements such as running, walking, and lying. For easy access to
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coders, each behavior was labeled with the MET value associated with that body
movement derived from the Compendium of Energy Expenditures in Youth.23 The
Compendium of Energy Expenditures in Youth includes different MET values for
different levels of effort for single behaviors. For example, “Walking” includes “light”,
“moderate” and “hard” effort MET values of 2.69, 3.6 and 4.6, respectively. 23 Therefore,
MET values for light, moderate, and hard effort were listed next to the corresponding
behavior. Of note, these effort labels are not synonymous with the MET intensity
categories traditionally used to categorize PA intensity. Operational definitions of the
Whole Body Movements and cues to begin coding a movement were established (See
Table 3). Modifiers were finalized and included 1) MET value, 2) Locomotion, 3) Limb
Movement and 4) Activity Type (See Table 4).
The first author became the expert coder by leading each phase of the
development of the DO system. The expert coder became familiar with the Observer XT
software, coded practice videos and then reported output to the research team. After
several iterations of output presentation and discussion, consensus was achieved in
regards to coding rules. Due to this extensive experience and deep knowledge of the
coding system and Observer XT software, the first author was considered the expert
coder for this project.
Undergraduate students from the University of Massachusetts Amherst were
recruited as novice coders and completed formal training on how to use the DO system in
the Observer XT software. Training involved a total of 30 hours of formal training with
expert coder and lab personnel. Prior to coders using the Observer XT software, coders
reviewed and discussed literature involving DO of PA in children. Next, novice coders
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were introduced and familiarized with the purpose and design of the coding system. A
significant piece of training involved the physical demonstration of all operational
definitions and other coding guidelines providing a platform for discussion and questions.
Randomly selected videos from free-play sessions were used for training purposes. Once
the random videos were selected, a random five- minute section from each video was
used for training. The randomization of the section of the free-play session used provided
various activities and a range of intensities.
Table 3: Operational Definitions of Whole Body Movements
Behavior
Operational Definition
Cue Start of Behavior
Either the back, chest, or stomach is
one of the areas mentioned
Lying
used as support; body is in horizontal or
above is fully on the surface
supine position
initial contact between the
Sitting
buttocks used as support on a surface
buttocks and surface
body is in an upright position; feet are
once feet are planted and body is
Standing
used as support
in an upright position
one foot is going in front of the other
when heel of swing foot
Walking
repeatedly in an attempt to locomote
surpasses stance foot
heel of swing foot surpasses
WalkLoad
walking with a load weighing least 2 lbs
stance foot
Locomotion with a flight phase; at one
heel of swing foot surpasses
Running
point, both feet are off the ground
stance foot
at least one knee is used as support on
at least one knee is fully on the
Kneeling
the surface
surface
Hopping off one foot and landing on the the body is in the lowest position
Skipping
same foot
right before take-off
body is in a vertical position; hands and
at least one hand and one foot
Climbing
feet are used to travel vertically
contacts the surface
Torso is in a horizontal position; at least
3 bases of support are fully on
Crawling
3 bases of support at all times
the surface
Feet are used as support on the floor,
thighs are parallel to the floor and
immediately before buttocks
Squatting
buttocks are level with the knees or
begins to lower
*
lower
Feet, or one foot, used to propel
the body is in the lowest position
Jumping
upwards, and/or forward; there is a
right before take-off**
loading phase and in air phase
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*Special case- at the gym, people may not be properly doing a squat but the behavior
should still be coded as squatting **The loading phase (will look like a squat but is not
coded as this will usually not last for more than one second.
Table 4: Direct Observation System Modifier Options
Modifiers

Options

MET Values

1.2-11.0

Locomotion

Locomotion or No Locomotion

Limb Movement

Upper, Lower, Both, None

Activity Type

All are from the Compendium of Energy Expenditures in Youth

Participants
Prior to recruitment, the University of Massachusetts Amherst Institutional
Review Board approved all methods used in the present study. Participants included 30
children (age=8.33±1.47 years). Recruitment included flyers, emails, and word-of-mouth
in the Amherst, Massachusetts area. The parents and/or guardians of prospective
participants answered questions to screen the child for inclusion into the study. Inclusion
criteria were the ability to participate in PA and/or absence of neurological, physical or
metabolic illnesses. If the child was eligible, a parent or guardian signed an informed
consent form. After the parent or guardian of the child signed the inform consent form,
the child was briefed on what they would be asked to do and instructed to sign an assent
form prior to the start of data collection.
Indirect Calorimetry
The Oxycon Mobile (Yorba Linda, CA) was used to measure oxygen
consumption, providing a criterion measure of EE. The Oxycon Mobile is a portable
device that measures energy expenditure (EE) through indirect calorimetry (IC) that has
been used in PA measurement studies in adults and children.1,49 The device includes a
receiver, gas analyzer and telemetry unit. Before data collection, the device was warmed
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up for approximately 15 minutes. After warming up the Oxycon Mobile, ambient
conditions as well as volume and gas calibration were performed. Ambient conditions
were recorded from a Davis Perception II Barometer (Davis Instruments Corporation,
Hayward, California) and entered in the Oxycon Mobile immediately prior to each data
collection. Volume calibration was completed using the Auto Cal option in the software
corresponding to the device. Once the difference of “Old” and “New” values is no more
than a 3%, the volume calibration was completed. Next, the Oxycon Mobile was
connected to a 24 CF gas tank (Airgas USA, Radnor, PA). After 8 cycles of automated,
oxygen to carbon dioxide ratios, the calibration was complete if the “Old” and “New”
values were less than 3% different.
Trained research assistants fitted a child-sized mask to the child’s face to ensure
an airtight seal around the nose and mouth. A turbine was then placed in the mouth piece
of the mask. Once properly fitted, the mask was secured with a head netting. The head
netting straps were adjusted to maintain the airtight seal. A sampling tube and infrared
cord were attached to the turbine. The opposite ends of the sampling tube and infrared
cord were attached to the gas analyzer unit. A vest was fitted to the participant with the
telemetry and gas analyzer units secured tightly to the back. Straps were adjusted as tight
as comfortably possible to reduce movement of the portable units. The telemetry receiver
was always in the same room with the portable units to stay within range.
Accelerometry
Two ActiGraph GT3X/GT3X+ (AG) were initialized in the ActiLife software for
30 minutes prior to data collection. Initialization indicated the time and date that the AG
should begin recording data. One AG was worn on the right hip, in line with the right
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knee and the other AG was worn on the non-dominant wrist. Each AG was initialized
using the participant’s ID number followed by wear location of the device. After data
collection, the AGs were downloaded to the same computer used for initialization.
Video Recording
Every session was recorded using a GoPro Hero+LCD camera (GoPro, San
Mateo, California). After the Oxycon Mobile and devices were fitted and ready to begin,
research personnel used a Polar Watch (Polar Inc, Lake Success, New York) to cue the
start of the data collection. The Polar Watch used was time synced to the same computer
as the AGs being used. The time displayed on the Polar watch at the start of the session
was recorded as the start time and the time displayed at the end of the session was
recorded as the end time of the session. Start and stop times were used to time filter AG
data.
Procedure
The data collection session is described in Figure 4. The
session took place in a large open room on the University of
Massachusetts Amherst campus. The room was set up with equipment
for engaging in a variety of free-play activities (Table 4) ranging from
SED to VPA opportunities. The set-up of the room was consistent
across all participants. Once consent and assent were obtained, the
child’s age, date of birth, and biological sex were recorded and,
height, and weight were measured, in duplicate. A participant file was
created and labeled only by a unique study ID number protecting the
Figure 4-Data
Collection Flow
Chart

identity of the child (e.g. 001, 002 …020).
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Table 5: Examples of Free-Play Activities
Intensity
Sedentary
Light
Moderate
Vigorous
*

Activities
Sitting quietly
Puzzles, playing with toys
Walking, hop scotch
Running, tag

Compendium Codes*
120140
721220, 321920
240050, 341280
341480, 342850

Activity Codes from the Compendium of Energy Expenditures for Youth23

After demographics and anthropometrics were obtained, wrist and hip AGs were
placed on the non-dominant wrist and right hip. Next, the child was fitted with the
Oxycon mask and the vest that holds the gas analyzer and telemetry unit for the Oxycon
system. Once the AGs were on and the Oxycon mobile was on and working properly, the
video was started. All sessions began with the participant sitting quietly for two minutes.
After two minutes of quiet sitting, the child began to play freely. Guardians, siblings, and
friends of the participants (and additional research staff, if needed) were also encouraged
to interact with the child during the session to simulate a more natural free-play session.
For the following thirty minutes (or until the child wished to terminate the study), the
child was free to engage in any safe free-play activity. Once the thirty-minute session was
over, research staff assisted the child in removing all equipment. Data from both the hip
and wrist AGs and the Oxycon Mobile were downloaded to an external hard drive. All
the data files were named with the participant’s corresponding participant ID number for
subsequent merging of data sets.
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Data Processing
All raw data from the DO system, Oxycon Mobile, and AG were processed to
produce the outcome measures of interest.
Direct Observation Coding of Videos
One expert coder
independently coded each
video (n=28). Two of the
thirty videos were not coded
due to AG malfunction.
Before coding, all video files
were saved onto a secure

Figure 5 - Noldus: The Observer XT Screenshot

laboratory computer and external hard drive. The videos were uploaded into the video
editing software Cyberlink PowerEditor (Cyberlink Corporation, Taiwan). Audio was
removed from the video to protect the identity of the participants. Once edited, the video
recordings of each participant’s free-play session were opened in The Observer XT
software (Figure 5). Each time the observer recorded an event, the software paused the
video playback and the coder was prompted to record the Whole Body Movement and
modifiers associated with the movement. The output from each observation was exported
to a comma delimited (.CSV) file and imported into R Studio and Microsoft Excel for
additional data processing. Each .CSV file was modified in R by generating a new file
that created a data point for each second of the video, instead of a data point for each
event. For example, the original data file may indicate 5 seconds spent sitting on line 1.
The modified file would read 1 second spent sitting for 5 consecutive rows in the data
file. This processing step was done so that the DO and accelerometer data (processed to
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1-second epochs) could be directly compared. This second-by-second modified DO file
was used for all analyses described later.
Using the modified 1-second epoch DO files, percent time spent in PA intensity
categories and EE were calculated. R code was written to calculate the percent time spent
in PA intensity categories. The code reads in the MET value of each 1-second line of the
DO file. From that MET value, the code quantifies the second as SED (1.0-1.49 METs),
LPA (1.5-2.9 METs) MPA (3.0-5.9 METs) or VPA (6.0 ≥ METs). This output was
imported into Microsoft Excel to calculate percent time spent as total seconds spent in an
intensity category divided by total session time. Next, estimated EE from DO (DOEE) was
estimated using the same DO 1-second file in Microsoft Excel. MET values for every 1second were used to calculate the 1-second caloric expenditure:
Kcals/sec =

(#$ &'( )*+,- ∗ /.1 2+/45/267)
91 :;<:/=>?

÷

A;>BCD EB
F111 =G/H

× 5 𝑘𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑠/𝐿𝑂R

The kcals/sec column were summed to estimate total DOEE.
Oxycon Mobile
Indirect calorimetry data from the Oxycon Mobile was reduced to total EE (ICEE)
and time spent in PA intensity categories. Breath-by-breath files were smoothed into 5second epochs in the Oxycon Mobile Lab Manager. The ml/min value is an estimated
value if 5-second oxygen consumption was maintained for a minute. To calculate total
ICEE, 5-second EE were calculated using the ml/min output from the Oxycon:
5 − 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝐸 =

(𝑚𝑙/ min÷ 1000 𝑚𝑙 × 4.8 ml/kg/min)
12

In addition, resting metabolic rate (RMR) for each participant was estimated using the
Schofield Height and Weight equation.50 Estimated RMR was used to develop MET
value cutpoints specific to each individual for categorizing activity intensity.
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Female: 16.97W+1.618H+371.2
Male: 19.6W+1.033H+414.9
Once 24-hour RMR was calculated, a 5-second RMR was calculated to create
comparable data that would match the 5-second metabolic data from the Oxycon mobile:
5 − 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 𝑅𝑀𝑅 =

(𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑅𝑀𝑅 ÷ 60 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑠/𝑚𝑖𝑛)
12

Using the estimated RMR, MET value cutpoints were calculated for intensity categories
specific to each participant:
Estimated RMR * 1.5 METs = Cutpoint between SED and LPA
Estimated RMR * 3.9 METs = Cutpoint between LPA and MPA
Estimated RMR * 6.0 METs = Cutpoint between MPA and VPA
In Microsoft Excel, an “IF/AND” statement was written to categorize the kcals expended
in each 5-second interval from the Oxycon Mobile into intensity categories. The function
in Excel categorized each 5-second interval into SED, LPA, MPA, and VPA based on the
cutpoints from the participant’s estimated RMR and standard MET categories. Each
category was summed for total time spent and the totals were then divided by total time
of the session to calculate percent of time spent in each PA intensity category.
ActiGraph GT3X+
ActiGraph devices were downloaded and processed in ActiLife software
(Pensacola, Florida). Once downloaded, the data were filtered based on the start and stop
time of the corresponding simulated free-play session. Cutpoints were then applied to
calculate percent time spent in each PA intensity category.17,37 To be consistent with
existing AG cutpoints, the wrist AG data were processed into 5-second epochs37 and the
hip AG data were processed into 15-second epochs.17 Currently, there are no machine
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learning algorithms for the AG that do not use cutpoints to classify PA in children. Total
EE was not calculated for the wrist or hip AG because there are currently no valid
prediction equations in children.51
Data Analyses
Descriptive Analyses
Demographics were calculated as mean and SD including age, weight, and height;
and as percent for sex (% female) and weight status (% overweight and obese). Based on
the Center for Disease Control and Prevention growth charts, children with BMIs
between the 85th and 95th percentile of their age and sex group were considered
overweight and those with BMIs at or above the 95th percentile were classified as obese.52
All inferential statistical analysis plans are presented below based on the aims and
hypotheses. All analyses were conducted using R Studio. Statistical significance was set
at alpha < 0.05.
Reliability Analyses
Reliability analyses were based on a total 3600 data points (600 seconds per video
segment x 6 videos). Results between the novice coders and expert coder were used to
certify novice coders and identify novice coders that needed further training. Therefore,
all results are presented by video and coder to indicate specific areas where further
training may be warranted with future novice coders. Therefore, for training purposes,
intrarater and interrater reliability estimates are present per video.
All variables from coding system were analyzed separately. Intensity Category is
the only variable that is not a modifier from the coding system but derived from the MET
value in the coding system. Rather, it is derived from the MET value modifier in the
coding system.
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Aim 2: To demonstrate DO system intrarater and interrater reliability
H2.1: Agreement between expert coder’s first observation and second observation
of six videos for all DO variables (Whole Body Movement, Activity Type,
Locomotion, Limb Movement, absolute MET values, and PA intensity categories)
will be ³ 0.80.
Analyses of H2.1: For intrarater reliability, percent agreement was
calculated for all DO variables (Whole Body Movement, Activity Type,
Locomotion, Limb Movement, absolute MET value, and PA intensity
categories) between expert coder’s first observation and second
observation (n=6).
H2.2: Agreement between each novice coder and the expert coder for three videos
for categorical outcome variables (Whole Body Movement, Activity Type,
Locomotion, Limb Movement absolute MET values, and PA intensity categories)
will ³ 0.80.
Analyses of H2.2: For interrater reliability, percent agreement was
calculated for categorical variables (Whole Body Movement, Activity
Type, Locomotion, and Limb Movement) between all novice coders and
the expert coder. In addition, for all categorical variables Cohen’s Kappa
was calculated which takes into account the possibility of chance
agreement between coders. Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) and
percent agreements between all novice coders the expert coder were
calculated for the continuous variables (absolute MET value and PA
Intensity Category.)
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Aim 3: To compare the DO system to accelerometry
H3.1: Comparisons between DO and accelerometer estimates of percent time spent
in PA intensity categories will be moderate to strong.
Analyses of H3.1: Non-parametric statistics were used after kurtosis
analysis was calculated for the percent time spent data set. Spearman’s
correlations were calculated comparing the DO estimate of time spent in
each intensity category with accelerometer times spent in each intensity
category. Wilcoxon Rank-Sum tests were calculated to determine mean
differences between DO and accelerometer determined percent time spent
in each PA intensity category. To complement these analyses, BlandAltman plots were created to visually assess agreement between the DO
system and the accelerometer output for each PA intensity category.
Exploratory Aim 1: Test DO system’s ability to estimate energy expenditure using
indirect calorimetry and accelerometry as comparative measures
He: Energy expenditure calculated from MET values derived from DO output and
EE from indirect calorimetry will be weak to moderate.
Analyses of He.1: Spearman’s correlations were calculated comparing the
DO estimate of EE (DOEE) from the expert coder with indirect
calorimetry EE (ICEE) across the entire free-play session. Wilcoxon
Rank-Sum tests were used to identify significance of differences between
DOEE and ICEE.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
Participants
Thirty 6-10-year-old children were recruited and passed the screening for
eligibility to participate in the study. Twenty-eight participants were included in the final
data set (age=8.4±1.5 years, 28% female). Two participants were excluded due to either
accelerometer malfunction or indirect calorimetry technical problems. From the full
sample (N = 28), six participants were randomly selected for the reliability sample
(age=6.8± 1.7 years, 100% male). All participants had a normal weight and BMI
percentile. (Table 6). Sixty-eight percent of the simulated free-play sessions lasted at least
30 minutes of the planned 32 minutes. It took the expert coder approximately 2 hours to
code each 32-minute video.
Table 6: Participant Characteristics
Participant Characteristics (Mean ± SD)
Age

Sex (%M)

Height (cm)

Weight (kg)

BMI
(kg/m2)

Session Duration
(minutes)

Full Sample
(N=28)

8.4 ± 1.5

82 %

134.7 ± 8.4

31.1 ± 7.2

17.0 ± 2.7

29.6 ± 4.9

Reliability
Subsample
(n=6)

6.8 ± 1.7

100%

128.9 ± 7.6

26.3 ± 3.6

15.8 ± 1.7

28.4 ± 7.6

Intrarater Reliability
Reliability analyses were based on a total 3600 data points (600 seconds per video
segment x 6 videos). The results from the reliability analyses will ultimately be used to
certify novice coders and identify coders who require further training. Therefore,
reliability results are presented for each video, rather than in aggregate. For intrarater
reliability (Table 7), variables with percent agreement above 80% for all six videos were
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Whole Body Movement (90%-100%), Activity Type (88%-100%) and Intensity Category
(81%-100%). Unsatisfactory percent agreement values were observed for Locomotion
(videos 3 and 4: 47%, 78%), Limb Movement (video 3: 19%) and MET value (videos 3
and 4: 26%, 50%) Across all videos, the MET value modifier resulted in the lowest mean
percent agreement (69% ± 27%). Whole Body Movement and the Activity Type modifier
both resulted in the highest mean percent agreement across all six videos (95%). Whole
Body Movement showed strong intrarater reliability across all videos (90%-100%).

Table 7: Percent Agreement between Expert Coder’s Repeated Observations

Video
1

*

Intrarater Percent Agreement for Categorical and Continuous Variables
Whole Body
Activity
Limb
Intensity
Movement
Locomotion
Type
Movement
Category
0.90
0.92
0.96
0.91
0.94

MET
Value
0.87

2

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.96

1.00

1.00

3

0.94

0.47

0.95

0.19

0.86

0.26

4

0.93

0.78

0.88

0.81

0.82

0.50

5

1.00

0.99

1.00

0.89

0.83

0.83

6
Mean
± SD

0.90

0.88

0.89

0.95

0.81

0.89

0.95 ± 0.05

0.84 ± 0.20

0.95 ± 0.05

0.79 ± 0.30

0.88 ± 0.08

0.69 ± 0.27

= Bolded values indicate percent agreements lower than the standard of 80% or higher.
DO = direct observation
Interrater Reliability
Interrater reliability results are between each novice coder and the expert coder.
Intensity Category is the only variable that is not a modifier directly entered by the coder
but calculated from the MET value in the coding system. The intensity category results
are presented with the Whole Body Movements and other modifiers. Reliability results
between the novice coders and expert coder will ultimately be used to certify novice
coders and identify novice coders that need further training. Therefore, all results are
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presented by video and coder to indicate specific areas where further training may be
warranted with current and future novice coders.
Percent Agreement
Interrater reliability was highly variable depending on coder and video. Mean
percent agreement ranged from 38%-96% (Table 8). Absolute MET value and Intensity
Category show consistently low percent agreement across all three videos. The Whole
Body Movements, Locomotion and Limb Movement showed generally high percent
agreement across all videos. The Activity Type modifier resulted in the most variation
except for video 2 where Intensity Category and absolute MET value both resulted in
large variability. There were no patterns of specific coders consistently not achieving a
satisfactory percent agreement and therefore, the coders who did not meet the 80%
requirement varied across videos and variables.
For video 1, the Whole Body Movements resulted in high reliability with only
two instances of values below 80% (75%, 73%). The Activity Type, and MET value
modifiers resulted in generally low percent agreement. For Activity Type, Coder 1 was
the only novice coder to achieve acceptable agreement with the expert coder (84%); the
percent agreement for the other coders ranged from 12% to 77%. The MET value
modifier resulted in unsatisfactory percent agreements ranging from 37% to 46%.
Similarly, the percent agreement for Intensity Category, across coders, ranged from 37%46%. Locomotion and Limb Movement modifiers for video 1 resulted in satisfactory
reliability ranging from 90%-92%, and 81%-96%, respectively.
In contrast to video 1, Whole Body Movements for video 2, showed low percent
agreement across coders (18%-32%), except for Coder 2 (82%). However, Locomotion
and Activity Type modifiers showed high percent agreement (Locomotion; 100%;
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Activity Type: 88%-100%), excluding Coder 2 (Activity Type: 0%). The Limb
Movement showed the greatest variance ranging from 5%-87%, however, only two of the
six coders showed percent agreements greater than or equal to 80% (86%, 87%). The
MET value and Intensity Category modifiers both resulted in the same range of total nonagreement to total agreement (0%-100%). Four of the six coders attained percent
agreements 0% to 15% but the other two coders were perfectly aligned with the expert
coder for both modifiers.
For video 3, all values except one (36% for Coder 2 Activity Type) resulted in
moderate to strong percent agreements (61%-97%). The Whole Body Movements and
Locomotion modifier showed high percent agreement across all coders ranging from
83%-91% and 93%-97%, respectively. For Activity Type, Intensity Category and MET
value, all values were below 80%. Values for activity ranged from 36%-74%. Values for
Intensity Category and MET value were identical ranging from 62%-72%. For Limb
Movement, two out of the six coders showed unsatisfactory percent agreement (65%,
67%) while the rest of the coders showed high percent agreement (81%-90%).
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Table 8: Percent Agreement between Novice Coders & Expert Coder
*
= Bolded values indicate percent agreements lower than the standard of 80% or higher.
Variable
Whole Body
Movement

Coder 1
0.83

0.83

Locomotion

0.90

Activity Type

Video 1
Coder 3 Coder 4

Coder 5

Coder 6

Mean ± SD

0.85

0.75

*

0.81

0.73

0.80 ± 0.05

0.90

0.92

0.90

0.92

0.91

0.91 ± 0.01

0.84

0.77

0.68

0.12

0.13

0.22

0.46 ± 0.34

Limb Movement

0.92

0.81

0.93

0.89

0.94

0.96

0.91 ± 0.05

Intensity Category

0.45

0.45

0.46

0.37

0.43

0.37

0.42 ± 0.04

Absolute MET
Value

0.45

0.45

0.46

0.37

0.43

0.37

0.42 ± 0.04

Variable
Whole Body
Movement

Coder 2

Video 2
0.32

0.82

0.32

0.18

0.32

0.32

0.38 ± 0.22

Locomotion

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00 ± 0

Activity Type

1.00

0.00

0.88

0.91

0.90

0.88

0.76 ± 0.38

Limb Movement

0.05

0.75

0.51

0.79

0.86

0.87

0.64 ± 0.32

Intensity Category

1.00

1.00

0.15

0.00

0.07

0.14

0.39 ± 0.47

Absolute MET
Value

1.00

1.00

0.15

0.00

0.07

0.14

0.39 ± 0.47

Variable
Whole Body
Movement
Locomotion
Activity Type

Video 3
0.89

0.83

0.87

0.87

0.91

0.91

0.88 ± 0.03

0.93
0.61

0.96
0.36

0.94
0.74

0.96
0.74

0.97
0.73

0.97
0.61

0.96 ± 0.02
0.63 ± 0.15

Limb Movement

0.83

0.81

0.67

0.65

0.81

0.90

0.78 ± 0.10

Intensity Category

0.64

0.63

0.67

0.67

0.72

0.72

0.68 ± 0.04

Absolute MET
Value

0.64

0.63

0.67

0.62

0.72

0.72

0.67 ± 0.04

Cohen’s Kappa
Cohen's kappa adjusts percent agreement values for chance agreement but is
susceptible to errors when the distribution of data is very heavily weighted in one or two
cells.53 Data from video 2 was very unevenly distributed for all of the categorical
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variables (child was very sedentary throughout) and not statistically appropriate for a
kappa statistic. Therefore, Kappa was not calculated for any variables from video 2. For
video 1, no variable from any coder met the K > 0.80 criteria for acceptable reliability
using the Kappa statistic. The Whole Body Movement variable from video 3 was the only
variable that resulted in Kappa statistics greater than or equal to 0.80 for all coders (Table
9).
Table 9: Cohen’s Kappa between Novice Coders & Expert Coder
Variable
Whole Body
Movement
Locomotion
Activity Type
Limb
Movement

Coder 1

Video 1
Coder 2 Coder 3

Coder 4

Coder 5

Coder 6

Mean ± SD

0.51

0.34

0.56

0.40

0.24

0.60

0.44 ± 0.14

0.55
0.51

0.53
0.02

0.69
0.00

0.62
0.35

0.41
0.27

0.58
0.32

0.56 ± 0.09
0.25 ± 0.20

0.23

0.40

0.72

0.57

0.36

0.60

0.48 ± 0.18

Video 3
Variable
Whole Body
Movement
Locomotion

Coder 1

Coder 2

Coder 3

Coder 4

Coder 5

Coder 6

Mean ± SD

0.82

0.83

0.89

0.84

0.86

0.86

0.85 ± 0.03

0.85

0.05

0.71

0.86

0.86

0.94

0.71 ± 0.33

Activity Type
Limb
Movement

0.13

-0.10

0.73

0.23

0.82

0.53

0.39 ± 0.36

0.79

0.00

0.66

0.74

0.75

0.86

0.63 ± 0.32

Cohen’s Kappa of > 0.80 is indicative of high agreement between coders. Bolded values
indicate Kappa values less than 0.80

Intraclass Correlation Coefficients
The intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs), presented in Table 10, were
computed for the continuous variables, MET value and Intensity Category. Like Cohen’s
Kappa, ICCs are limited by the distribution of data and therefore, data from video 2 did
not have enough variation to calculate meaningful ICCs. Overall, ICCs from video 3
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were higher than video 1, but there were only three instances of an ICC > 0.80. For MET
value and Intensity Category, the ICC ranged from 0.29-0.86, and 0.72-0.86. The ICCs
for MET value were generally higher than the percent agreement for both video 1 and 3
however, ICCs for Intensity Category were generally lower than percent agreement.
Table 10: Intraclass Correlations between Novice Coders & Expert Coder
MET Value

Intensity Category

Coder

Video 1

Video 3

Coder

Video 1

Video 3

1

0.55

0.72

1

0.51

0.49

2

0.33

0.84

2

0.26

0.50

3

0.54

0.87

3

0.46

0.45

4

0.45

0.84

4

0.37

0.54

5

0.30

0.79

5

0.27

0.59

6

0.62

0.74

6

0.50

0.63

Bolded values indicate ICCs lower than the standard of 0.80.

Comparisons between Direct Observation & Accelerometry
Percent time spent in activity intensity categories were calculated for the full
sample (N=28) for both DO and accelerometry. Spearman's correlations were used to
calculate associations between direct observation (DO) and AG hip (AG-H) (Figure 6)
and between DO and AG wrist (AG-W) (Figure 7). Associations between DO and AG-H
estimated time spent in SED, LPA, MPA, VPA and MVPA were moderate to strong
(0.57, 0.48, 0.54, 0.55, and 0.82, respectively). Analogous associations between DO and
AG-W estimated time spent in intensity categories were moderately negatively associated
to positively associated across intensity categories (0.67, -0.30, 0.18, 0.32, and 0.68).
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Figure 6-Spearman-Rank Correlations between DO & AG-H
DO = direct observation, AG-H = Hip ActiGraph, LPA = light physical activity, MPA =
moderate physical activity, VPA = vigorous physical activity, MVPA = moderate-to-vigorous
physical activity.
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Figure 7-Spearman-Rank Correlations between DO & AG-W
DO = direct observation, AG-W = Wrist ActiGraph, LPA = light physical activity, MPA =
moderate physical activity, VPA = vigorous physical activity, MVPA = moderate-to-vigorous
physical activity.

Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Tests were calculated to compare mean estimated time spent
in SED, LPA, MPA, VPA and MVPA for the DO and both AG-H and AG-W (Figure 8).
Mean estimated percent time spent in each intensity category was significantly different
between DO and AG-H (p <0.001-0.008) except for VPA (p = 0.79). Mean estimated
percent time spent between DO and AG-W were all significantly different (p < 0.001-
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0.03) except for VPA (p=0.21). The mean estimated percent time spent in MPA, VPA
and MVPA intensity categories from AG-W resulted in large variability.

Figure 8- Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test Results for DO & AG
*
= Significant difference between DO an AG-H (p ≤ 0.001 to 0.03).
+
= Significant difference between DO an AG-W (p ≤ 0.001 to 0.008).
DO= direct observation, AG-H = Hip ActiGraph, AG-W= Wrist ActiGraph, SED=
sedentary, LPA=light physical l, MPA = moderate physical activity, VPA=vigorous
physical activity, MVPA = moderate-to-vigorous physical activity

Bland-Altman plots were created for visual assessment of agreement between DO
estimated percent time spent in activity categories and both the AG-H (Figure 9) and AGW (Figure 10). The center dashed line indicates the mean difference between DO and AG
while the outside dashed lines represent 95% confidence intervals. Values in higher
agreement will fall near zero indicating little difference between DO and accelerometry.
Y-axis values below the mean difference suggest overestimation of the accelerometer,
compared with DO, while a positive value suggests underestimation of the accelerometer.
The AG-H seems to overestimate percent time spent in all intensity categories except
LPA. For SED, MPA, VPA, MVPA the magnitude of overestimation increases as the
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amount of time the child spent in those intensity categories increases (Figure 8).
However, the AG-H seems to underestimate LPA independent of percent time spent in
LPA during the free-play session. The AG-W appears to underestimate both SED and
LPA (Figure 8). As the percent time spent in SED increases the magnitude of
underestimation from the AG-W increases as well. However, underestimation of LPA
does not seem to be affected by percent time spent LPA. At lower percent time spent
values, the AG-W slightly underestimates MPA but begins to overestimate as percent
time spent increases. Similarly, at lower percent time spent values the AG-W
underestimates VPA but overestimates at higher values. As for MVPA, the AG-W does
not appear to show any one-sided bias, however the magnitude of the disagreements
increases as time spent in MVPA increases. Both AG-H and AG-W appear to have a bias
in regards to LPA but are not affected by percent time spent.
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Figure 9- Bland-Altman Plot for Estimated Percent Time Spent between DO and
AGDO = direct observation, AG-H= Hip ActiGraph, LPA = light physical activity, MPA =
moderate physical activity, VPA = vigorous physical activity, MVPA =moderate-tovigorous physical activity
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DO – AG-W

Percent Time Spent

Figure 10- Bland-Altman Plot for Estimated Percent Time Spent between DO and
AG-W
DO = direct observation, AG Wrist= Wrist ActiGraph, LPA = light physical activity,
MPA = moderate physical activity, VPA = vigorous physical activity, MVPA =
moderate-to-vigorous physical activity
Comparisons of Direct Observation & Indirect Calorimetry
Wilcoxon Rank-Sum tests were calculated to compare DO and indirect
calorimetry (IC) mean estimated percent time spent in SED, LPA, MPA, VPA, and
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MVPA (Figure 11). Estimates of percent time spent in intensity categories were
significantly different for LPA, MPA and MVPA (p ≤ 0.001-0.03). Compared to DO, IC
underestimated SED (p = 0.03) and LPA (p ≤ 0.001) but overestimated MPA (p ≤ 0.001)
and MVPA (p ≤ 0.001). Estimated percent time spent in VPA was not statistically
different between DO and IC (p =0.06), however this may be due to the large variability
in VPA IC data (25% ± 23%). Spearman's correlations were used to assess the
relationship between DO and IC estimated percent time spent in all intensity categories
(Figure 12). Associations between DO and IC were weak for all intensity categories
(0.26, 0.13, 0.06, 0.31, and 0.36).

Figure 11-Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test Results for DO & IC.
* = Significant difference between DO an IC (p ≤ 0.001 to 0.03).
DO= direct observation, IC= Indirect calorimetry, SED= sedentary, LPA=light physical
activity, MPA = moderate physical activity, VPA=vigorous physical activity, MVPA =
moderate-to-vigorous physical activity
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Figure 12- Spearman-Rank Correlations between DO & IC
DO = direct observation, IC= Indirect Calorimetry, LPA = light physical activity, MPA =
moderate physical activity, VPA = vigorous physical activity, MVPA = moderate-to-vigorous
physical activity

Bland-Altman plots were created for visual assessment of agreement between DO
and IC estimated percent time spent in intensity categories (Figure 13). When compared
to DO, IC underestimates percent time spent in SED and LPA. Similarly, to the AG-H,
and AG-W when compared to DO, the magnitude of underestimation of LPA does not
seem to be associated with time spent in LPA. As for MPA, VPA and MVPA, IC seems
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to overestimate when compared to DO. For all three of these intensity categories, the
magnitude of overestimation is positively associated with percent time spent.

Figure 13- Bland-Altman Plot for Estimated Percent Time Spent between DO & IC
DO = direct observation, IC = Indirect calorimetry, LPA = light physical activity, MPA =
moderate physical activity, VPA = vigorous physical activity, MVPA = moderate-tovigorous physical activity
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Total Energy Expenditure
Spearman’s correlation and Wilcoxon Rank-Sum tests were also used to compare
DOEE to IC total energy expenditure (ICEE) (Figure 14). The correlation between DOEE
and ICEE was moderate (r=0.67). Estimates of DOEE (47.6±18.3) and ICEE (85.9±30.5)
were significantly different (p < 0.001).

Figure 14- Spearman-Rank Correlations between DOEE & ICEE
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
The purpose of the present study was to develop and test a DO system for
children’s free-play activity. This novel DO system extends traditional DO methods by
incorporating new video and analysis technology to create a more detail-oriented DO
system for children’s free-play activity. The reliability of the novel DO system was tested
using traditional statistical analyses. Intrarater and interrater reliability was assessed as
well as DO movement and EE estimates compared to estimates from accelerometry and
IC. The long-term goal of this line of research is to use this new DO system as the
criterion measure for accelerometer calibration studies in free-living participants.
Development of the Direct Observation System
The first aim of the present study was to develop a novel DO system in the
Observer XT software. The novel DO system is appropriate and practical for researchers
to use for DO of youth populations. During the second phase, the construction of the DO
system was completed. During this phase, the novel DO system underwent an iterative
process to develop the most accurate and practical DO system. Two main challenges of
the development process were choosing what the main behaviors should be in Noldus and
sampling frequency. The main behaviors (Whole Body Movement) in the current DO
system are based on body position and movement, which are what the accelerometer is
measuring. Although traditional DO methods described main behaviors with speed of
movement, the focus was on activity level. For example, the lowest activity level in
traditional DO systems is described as “stationary with no movement” which means
sitting, lying and standing would be coded as the same activity level. The current DO
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system allows for a more precise measure of movement because it specifies body position
providing the researcher with specific information on not just activity level but body
position as well. Furthermore, an accelerometer will record different counts when lying
or standing so it is important that the DO system can capture this difference as well.
Therefore, an advantage to using the novel DO system is that it is designed to measure
movement instantaneously as an accelerometer would.
Due to the intermittent nature of a child’s movement and for consistency
purposes, a 1-second rule was developed for what length of time a behavior must occur
for the behavior to be coded. Similar to the body movement being the primary variable of
the DO system, this 1-second rule is specific to the high frequency data that can be
captured by today’s accelerometers. Furthermore, the high frequency data from DO and
accelerometers combined can be used to develop machine learning algorithms that can
identify patterns of movements that may be obscured with more course time frames. As
discussed previously, traditional DO systems used 5- or 15-second observation intervals
despite the present ability of accelerometers to capture high frequency data. Furthermore,
the use of a high sampling frequency (1-second) and a focal sampling method adds to the
precision of the DO system when compared to larger sampling epochs in traditional
momentary sampling DO methods. Also, the use of technology rather than real-time
coding increased the practicality of focal sampling in the youth population. Researchers
can pause, rewind and slow down movement making a 1-second coding rule possible.
The ability to pause and rewind observations can prevent researchers from missing
movements during real-time DO observations.
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The novel DO system was designed to capture detailed movements similar to how
an accelerometer does. The Whole Body Movement may be sitting for 20 consecutive
minutes, however, based on modifiers, the changes in context and in movement during
that behavior can also be obtained. For example, a child may be sitting playing with toys
with upper body movement then begin reading while still sitting without upper body
movement. Therefore, with further examination of each data point the difference in
activity can be observed despite similar Whole Body Movements. In the current study,
the devices are only placed on the common wear locations for AG, which leads to
missing data from certain movements (e.g. arm movement on wrist without AG).
However, it is impractical for participants to wear multiple devices in the free-living
setting. For future studies, the calibration of AG at the most common wear locations are
most important. It is understood that with only two wear locations some data will be
missed but the limitations of these wear locations can be identified and addressed through
novel data processing techniques.
The design of the novel coding system also allows for the researcher to focus on
one aspect of the system at a time. The ability to do this allows for issues in reliability to
be identified. For example, interrater reliability may be strong for Whole Body
Movement but low for the Activity Type modifier. Therefore, the training and operational
definitions can be adjusted to improve on reliability. An important feature of this novel
DO system is that it is a living coding system in that it can be updated. Activities
performed by children in a free-living setting may vary requiring researchers to find an
appropriate activity for all behaviors observed. Researchers could be left with missing
data if frequently observed activities are not added to the DO system. The current DO
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system allows for updates of the activity modifier (e.g. playing with toys) and therefore,
minimizing the instances of coders coming across activities that have not been previously
identified in the DO system. A better understanding of free-living patterns could be
developed if more activities are identified and added as activity modifiers. However, it is
important that once an activity is added, any previous videos that may include a similar
activity will have to be recoded. To avoid recoding videos, before beginning the video
coding process, researchers should watch and discuss activities that may need to be added
to the system. It is imperative, however, the main behavior (Whole Body Movements)
rely on consistent operational definitions. The Activity Type is providing context of the
movement while the Whole Body Movements provide information on the movement
which will be necessary for future calibration of accelerometers.
The process of developing the novel DO system suggests that observational
systems should be an iterative process through development and training. Training will
help identify issues with the DO system. The issues identified can be addressed before
officially certifying novice coders and coding videos. Addressing as many issues as
possible is crucial to ensuring quality data once coders begin coding free-living videos.
An adaptable approach to developing a DO system is also beneficial for the quality of
training given to novice coders. Quality training will increase reliability and accuracy of
the data. Furthermore, a thorough assessment of the DO system before implementing it is
crucial for researchers to obtain quality data independent from the quality of training
provided for novice coders. A novice coder could be trained well on a system that is not
the most appropriate DO system for the given population. Therefore, assessing the DO
system repeatedly is vital to obtaining quality data.
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Reliability of Direct Observation System
The novel DO system was then tested for reliability using intrarater reliability.
Intrarater reliability results were all > 80% except in three instances. For video three, the
Locomotion modifier resulted in a 47% percent agreement (Table 7) due to differing
interpretations, from one viewing to the next, as to whether the child was locomoting or
standing with lower body movement. For example, this child was standing and shifting
their body weight without intentionally locomoting. The expert coder coded this
movement as no Locomotion with lower body movement for the first viewing. However,
the second time coding the same video, the expert coder interpreted these subtle steps as
walking and therefore, Locomotion was present which was different from the first time
the expert coder coded the video. To address this discrepancy, Locomotion was redefined
as movement in which the child is intentionally moving from point A to point B. In
video 3, the19% intra-rater agreement for Limb Movement may be due to the sedentary
nature of the video. During a large portion of video 3, the child was sitting and playing
with toys such as blocks and puzzles. Slight hand movements were common. Therefore,
deciphering which movements were significant and which were not led to more
disagreement between the first and second observation. Guidelines for Limb Movement
were redefined to not include any finger movement or foot movement for upper and
lower limb movement, respectively. The new guideline will provide coders with greater
clarity to base their decisions. Furthermore, the child’s full body was not in view during
this video which could also affect interpretation. Moving forward, it is imperative that the
full body is visible at all times.
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Although not satisfactory, video four still resulted in moderately high agreement
for the Locomotion modifier (78%). Video 4 involved sedentary activities for half of the
video and light to vigorous activities for the second half. Unlike video 3, the sedentary
portion of video 4 was recorded where the child’s full body was visible. Therefore, the
cause of slightly unsatisfactory results for this variable is unclear.
To compare results from the current DO system to previous systems, the focus
was placed on Intensity Category because the intensity of activity is the main outcome of
these previous DO systems. Mean percent agreement of Intensity Category for intrarater
reliability was comparable (88% ± 8%) to mean percent agreements for interrater
reliability of traditional DO systems such as CARS (84.1% ± 10.1%), BEACHES (94%),
OSRAC-H (88% ± 4%), OSRAC-P (90%), and OSRAC-E (96%).25,29,30,37,41
For the MET intensity modifier, a low mean percent agreement can be attributed
to a lack of hard guidelines for interpreting intensity. For example, based on the
Compendium of Energy Expenditures for Youth, walking has three MET values
associated with it. Each value is presented as light, moderate or hard effort. However, to
our knowledge, there is no objective way to interpret the child’s effort during an activity
through DO. Therefore, it is recommended that, prior to coding a video, the observer scan
the video for movements that require them to assess efforts frequently (e.g. walking) to
obtain an idea of what the different efforts may look like for that individual. The low
reliability of MET values poses a problem for intensity categories for the current DO
system because all Intensity Category data is based on the MET value. Traditional DO
systems have demonstrated high reliability using a scale that requires the observer to
subjectively select the intensity of the category directly, unlike the current system that is
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based on the MET values from the Compendium of Energy Expenditures for Youth. In
order to increase the reliability of the current DO system’s Intensity Category modifier, a
modifier that specifically requires the observer to select an activity intensity category
directly (e.g. SED, LPA, MPA, VPA) should be added.
Satisfactory interrater reliability was defined as acceptable (80%-89%) and high
(90%-100%). Values between 60%-79% were defined as moderate agreement. With the
exception of video 2, percent agreement for the Whole Body Movements, Limb
Movement and Locomotion were moderate to high. However, video 2 showed instances
of low percent agreement for Whole Body Movement and Limb Movement. Both results
of low agreement may be explained by the nature of the video. As mentioned previously,
the child in video 2 was sedentary. Similar to intrarater results discussed above, the slight
upper body movements involved in a sedentary activity such as playing with toys may
have created more room for interpretation and therefore, more disagreement. For future
training, a guideline that discriminates between Limb Movement and no Limb Movement
will be implemented. The guideline will direct coders to disregard any upper body
movement that only occurs at the fingers and to code upper body movement that occurs
at the wrist and further up the limb. Of note, the guidelines of the current DO system
requires observers to code upper body movement for both arms regardless of AG-W
placement which introduces more movement for the observer to evaluate. Similarly,
novice coders will be instructed to only code lower limb movement that is transferred to
the hip. Therefore, ankle movement alone will not be considered lower body movement.
Other videos involved many different behaviors and movements forcing the coder to be
very focused and detail-oriented. With such homogenous sedentary behavior in video 2,
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coders may have become less cautious. Future trainings will emphasize the need for
focused attention even during videos where the participant is relatively inactive.
Furthermore, the angle of the camera may have affected the coders’ ability to
discriminate between standing and sitting. The video was taken on the other side of the
table without the hips and legs in full view. In the future, it will be vital to maintain the
view of the entire body continuously to avoid any ambiguity among body positions.
Agreement between coders and the expert coder were generally low to moderate
based on Cohen’s Kappa statistic. When comparing the results of the kappa statistics of
the novel DO system to traditional DO systems only the OSRAC systems can be used
because only those systems reported agreement based on Cohen’s Kappa. The
comparable categorical variable in the OSRAC systems was Activity Type which is
comparable to the Whole Body Movements in the current DO system. The test of
OSRAC-E included elementary students which loosely matches the age of the current
study’s sample. The range of Cohen’s kappa values for OSRAC was 0.97-0.99 compared
to 0.24-0.60, and 0.82-0.86 for videos 1 and 3 of the novel DO system, respectively.
The activity context variable form OSRAC-E is analogous to the Activity Type in
the current DO system. For the OSRAC-E agreement resulted in favorable values (83%99%) while the Activity Type of the current DO system resulted in the maximal range of
percent agreements (0%-100%). Each coder compared to the expert coder for Activity
Type across all videos, resulted in 18 different percent agreement values. Only five
values were unsatisfactory and low (0-36%) while the remaining values showed moderate
to high agreement (61%-100%). The lower agreement seen in the current DO system is
likely due to the greater number of activities in the current DO system when compared to
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the number of activities (activity context variable) of the OSRAC-E system. An increase
of options leads to more chances for disagreement. To combat this limitation, future
novice coders will be certified in four different domains: 1) home, 2) school, 3)
community, and 4) exercise/PA. The division of certification videos will require more
definite guidelines for activities specific to that domain unlike the simulated free-play
sessions where activities could be coded as a few different activity types.
Traditional DO systems were not evaluated with ICCs however, our data shows
high variability for both the MET value modifier and Intensity Category, which is derived
from the MET value. Generally, video 3 had the highest ICCs which is counterintuitive
since the video included a variety of behaviors, activities and intensities. With all the
changes in behavior, the coders may have been more focused on detail, which contrasts
with the sedentary nature of video 2, which could have led to less focus on detail
combined with a lack of clarity on coding subtle limb and body movements.
Direct Observation & Comparative Measures
The AG GT3X+ was used as a comparative measure to DO estimations of percent
time spent in intensity categories. Correlations from AG-H and DO estimated percent
time were moderate to strong (r=0.48-0.82). These results are slightly stronger to those
found by Mckenzie et al. when testing the SOPLAY DO system with the BioTrainer Pro
accelerometer (Biotrainer, IM systems, Baltimore, MD) (r=0.37-0.58).26 Furthermore,
both the current DO system and the SOPLAY system resulted in the highest correlation
when evaluating MVPA which is likely because MPA and VPA are added together
leading to a greater spread of data points. However, the current DO system showed
overall higher correlations than the SOPLAY system when compared to accelerometry.
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The difference could be since the current DO system was tested using only one
participant as the subject while the SOPLAY system was real-time and required
observers to observe several children at a given time interval. Also, the SOPLAY system
was tested using a much older accelerometer than the AG used in the current study.
Associations between AG-W and DO estimates of time spent in activity intensity
categories were highly variable. The range of correlations could be attributed to the large
variability in the wrist data. Excluding SED (sd =7%), the standard deviations for all
mean percent time spent in intensity categories for AG-W ranged from 22% to 40%.
Compared with DO, both the AG-H and AG-W were significantly different for all
intensity categories except VPA. The AG- H overestimated percent time spent in SED,
MPA, and MVPA and underestimates percent time spent in LPA. The underestimation
and overestimation of LPA and SED, respectively, from the AG-H can be attributed to
lighter activities involving movements by the upper limbs that the device cannot capture
due to location. The AG-H overestimation of MPA and MVPA may be due to how the
DO system quantifies percent time spent in Intensity Categories. The Intensity Category
is based on the MET value and the MET value is based off the Whole Body Movement.
The Whole Body Movement may be Standing but the child could be vigorously moving
in that position which would register as MVPA by the AG explaining the differences. An
example of a child standing with vigorous movement could be dancing or a martial arts
sport. Both activities are standing with lower and/or upper body movement but the
activity could range from light to moderate hence, the discrepancy between the intensity
and Whole Body Movement MET value. The AG-W resulted in underestimating percent
time spent in SED and LPA and overestimating percent time spent in MPA, and MVPA.
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Overestimation of MPA and MVPA from the AG-W was greater than overestimation
from the AG-H. Sedentary activities can involve substantial upper body movement which
can be recorded by the AG-W as more intense activity leading to an overestimation.
Again, the large variability may have made it difficult to detect a significant difference
between DO and AG-W VPA estimates.
Based on the Bland-Altman visualizations, an explanation for the positive
association between percent time spent and magnitude of under and overestimation in
both AGs, could be that the DO estimated time spent is based off MET values that are
assigned to movement or body position therefore, even if the child is participating in an
activity where the Whole Body Movement is Standing but the intensity is moderate or
vigorous (i.e. dancing), the DO system will still code standing as a LPA. In the same
scenario, the AG will record moderate or vigorous counts regardless of body position.
For example, if a child is kneeling while wrestling, using the current DO system, the
observer would code the movement as kneeling with a 1.4 MET value, although
wrestling would be coded as the Activity Type. The MET value would quantify the span
of time spent wrestling as SED while the AG will record the activity as MPA or VPA. As
described previously, including reliable traditional intensity categories as a modifier will
require the observer to directly assign an intensity category for all movement leading to
more accurate assessment of intensity category.
As hypothesized, IC compared with DO showed weak correlations and IC
significantly underestimated mean percent time spent in SED and LPA but significantly
overestimated MPA and MVPA. Like the AG-W, the large variability in the mean
percent time spent in VPA from IC could explain why there was no significant difference
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when compared to DO. However, the absolute mean was higher than that of DO for VPA.
The differences in estimated percent time spent between DO and IC is attributed to the
what each tool is designed to measure. Direct observation is designed to measure
behavior at a given instant while IC is designed to measure breath-by-breath oxygen
consumption. Furthermore, the DO is used to instantaneously code the behavior
independent from any previous activity while IC will be affected by previous activity. For
example, if a child begins to run, their metabolic rate will rise. If that child then sits
down, upon ceasing to run, their metabolic rate will still be elevated. Therefore, the IC
will record the elevation in metabolic rate even if the child is now sitting while the DO
will record what the metabolic cost should be based on the movement at that specific
moment. The differences between the DO and IC observed in the present study support
the notion that IC is only truly comparable to DO during structured activities or steadystate exercise. In unstructured activity such as the activity in the current study, IC
overestimates time spent in higher intensities such as MPA and MVPA. The DO system,
however, uses assigned MET values of each movement from the Compendium of Youth
Energy Expenditure, which measured energy expenditure using structured and timed
activities. Therefore, differences between DO and IC can be attributed to the fact that DO
is based on movement while IC is going to provide metabolic information. The
relationship between movement and metabolic rate is still unclear.47 Therefore, future
research should aim to progress the field’s understanding of the complicated relationship
between movement and metabolism. A better understanding of this relationship will
improve measurement techniques of EE in the free-living setting using accelerometery.
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Strengths & Limitations
A main strength of this study is the use of focal sampling with the current DO
system extending the momentary sampling in traditional DO methods. The focal
sampling method allows researchers to obtain data on all behaviors and context of the
activity. Also, if the main goal of the DO system is to eventually use the output of the
system to calibrate AGs or other devices capturing raw acceleration signals, then it is
imperative that the sampling epoch of the DO system is like that of an accelerometer.
Another strength of this study is using intrarater and interrater reliability. To our
knowledge, no DO studies in children examined in the current study have presented
intrarater reliability data. Assessing the intrarater reliability of the expert coder ensured a
high quality of data on which interrater reliability was based. The simulated free-play
environment is also a strength of the study. Although the session was only simulated,
children were not confined to specific activities for predetermined time intervals. The
freedom to perform any activity at any intensity is comparable to free-play in a freeliving setting. Lastly, the sample was generally very active during the session. The
sessions were right after school and probably led to children wanting to be especially
active and open to a range of activities after being in a structured environment such as
school for most of the day. The fact that the participants were very activity provided rich
and varied movements that were advantageous for development of the DO system and
training of novice coders.
The study also had some limitations including the participant burden of wearing
the Oxycon Mobile during the simulated free-play session. Despite the freedom to
perform any activities in the room, the Oxycon Mobile restricted participants from being
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on their backs (rolling, lying, etc.). Consequently, research personnel had to tell
participants when they were doing anything that may put the equipment at risk for
damage. Infringement on the free-play session leads to reduced external validity. Future
research to assess free-living PA in children with the current DO system will be
performed without the Oxycon mobile, which will allow for more free-living activities.
Another limitation was the lack of tight synchronization between the DO data and
accelerometer data. The lack of synchronization was likely due to the lag between when
the research personnel pressed the start button and when the camera began recording. If
the AG output is being compared to the DO but the start of the DO is not lined up with
the time the accelerometer started, then comparisons (made on a second-by-second basis)
may be less accurate. A solution to this issue is to start the camera prior to the start of the
data collection while showing the live clock of the laptop used to initialize the AGs being
used for that data collection. Now, coders only begin coding once the correct start time is
visible in the camera frame. Preliminary testing of this method has addressed this
synchronization issue and will be used for future studies using this DO system.
As a separate limitation, the sex of the reliability sample was 100 % male. A past
DO study has shown that boys are more active than girls.46 However, there is no evidence
to our knowledge, that movements assessed in the current study differ between boys and
girls. Therefore, we have no reason to believe that having a more heterogeneous
reliability sample would change the reliability results.
Conclusions & Future Directions
The purpose of the current study was to develop and test a novel DO system as a
criterion measure for children’s free-play activity. The DO system is appropriate for
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detailed coding of children’s free-play activity. The comprehensive design provides
substantial insight of movements and their context. However, refinement of the DO
system must be completed before the DO system is adopted as a reliable system. The
refinement of the system should involve a better way to interpret MET values or using a
different method to address intensity. More concise guidelines for Locomotion and Limb
Movement will improve the reliability for both modifiers.
Moving forward, training will be improved upon for additional testing of the DO
system. Creating and sharing videos and pictures of the operational definition guidelines
for Whole Body Movement and all modifiers will also improve reliability of coders.
Also, the variability in agreement across novice coders suggests that further training is
warranted. Certification for novice coders will now be divided into four domains of freeliving activity: 1) home, 2) school, 3) community, and 4) exercise/PA. Division of
certification will increase variation and complexity of movements as well as provide
insight on what specific issues individual coders may need more training. Novice coders
will complete a written assessment that will require them to recognize written and
illustrated definitions and guidelines of the coding system. With these refinements, this
DO system will provide a reliable tool for detailed assessment of children’s free-play
activity in the future.
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APPENDIX A
INFORMED CONSENT
Parental Permission Form University of Massachusetts Amherst
Researcher(s): Greg Petrucci (Commonwealth Honors College Student Researcher)
Melanna Cox (Kinesiology Graduate Student) and John Sirard, PhD (Faculty Sponsor)
Study Title: Direct Observation as a Measurement of Energy Expenditure in Young
Children
1. WHAT IS THIS FORM?
This is a parental permission form. It will give you information about the study so you
can make an informed decision about your child’s participation in this research.
2. WHO IS ELIGIBLE TO PARTICIPATE?
● Children (ages 6-10 years old)
● Able to participate in physical activity, with no apparent disabilities that would prevent
him/her
from performing regular free-play activity
3. WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY?
The purpose of this study is to validate estimates of energy expenditure (EE) based on
coded videos of directly observed free-play activities in young children, using indirect
calorimetry as the criterion measure of EE. A secondary aim of this study is to validate
two commercial youth-orientated activity trackers.
4. WHERE WILL THE STUDY TAKE PLACE AND HOW LONG WILL IT
LAST?
Each session will take place at the Totman gymnasium, located at the University of
Massachusetts Amherst. The data collection will last a total of 60 minutes (1 hour); 30
minutes for equipment setup and explanation, and 30 minutes for actual data collection
5. WHAT WILL MY CHILD BE ASKED TO DO?
Your child will be asked to perform free-play activities while being video-taped and wear
a portable metabolic measurement device (Oxycon Mobile) and two accelerometers
(research-grade activity trackers, ActiGraph GT3X+). The Oxycon Mobile device
consists of a mask that measures energy expenditure by detecting how much oxygen you
breathe in and carbon dioxide you breathe out. It will in no way inhibit the ability to
breath, and will decrease natural movement slightly. The accelerometers are about the
size of a large wristwatch and will measure the amount of movement your child is
performing. One accelerometer will be worn on the wrist and one as a belt. We will also
have your child wear a lightweight Hexoskin shirt, which is a new tool that is designed to
estimate energy expenditure but has not been tested in children – we’ll compare the
Hexoskin data to the Oxycon Mobile. Additionally, your child will wear two commercial
youth-orientated activity trackers, the Zamzee and the Squord. The Zamzee is a hip worn
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tracker and will be placed on the same belt as the ActiGraph. The Sqord is a wrist worn
tracker that is worn like a watch. Both the Zamzee and the Sqord measure activity and we
will use each device’s output to compare to the ActiGraph, the Oxycon Mobile and our
coded video tape. The free-play activity sessions will be conducted in a large room and
your child will be instructed to play as normally as they can, given the semi-artificial
setting and equipment. There will be several activities set up throughout the room to use
(including coloring books, Legos, blocks, games, and sports equipment). One of the
research staff members will also participate in these activities to encourage your child to
sample a variety of activities. You (parent/guardian) are welcome to engage with your
child during the session. If a sibling or friend of your child would like to join, the parent
will need to complete the Parental Permission for Playmate in a Research Study form
prior to the child to engage in free-play session.
6. WHAT ARE MY CHILD’S BENEFITS OF BEING IN THIS STUDY?
Your child may not directly benefit from this research; however, we hope that his/her
participation may guide future research on young children’s energy expenditure during
every day playtime.
7. WHAT ARE MY CHILD’S RISKS OF BEING IN THIS STUDY?
There are no serious risks associated with your child’s potential involvement in this
study. The only physical risks possible will be similar to those that could occur during
normal play. If your child tends to fall during play, they might encounter a minor injury
associated with a fall on the wooden floor. Children may also feel apprehensive about
wearing the Oxycon Mobile equipment and mask. Dr. Sirard has experience working
with children this age. We will follow a procedure of gradually introducing each element
of the Oxycon Mobile system to allow each child time to get accustomed.
8. HOW WILL MY CHILD’S PERSONAL INFORMATION BE PROTECTED?
All electronic data files will contain only ID numbers, and no names will be used. The
link between your child’s name and study ID number will be kept in a passwordprotected computer spreadsheet file, on a password-protected computer, within the locked
Physical Activity and Health Laboratory. Only research staff will know the computer
passwords and have access to the lab and file cabinet.
Videotaping will occur during the session using a digital recording device. This footage
will be stored on the password-protected computer in the locked Physical Activity and
Health Lab. To protect the identities of our participants all faces captured on the video
will be blurred out. All video files will be deleted from the database six years following
the study.
Information that is gathered from the raw data will be reported in peer-reviewed research
articles and presentations. No individual child will ever be identified in any articles or
presentations of our results.
9. WILL MY CHILD RECEIVE ANY PAYMENT FOR TAKING PART IN THE
STUDY?
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Your child will receive $20.00 compensation for participating in this study’s free-play
session.
10.WHAT IF MY CHILD AND I HAVE QUESTIONS?
Take as long as you like before you make a decision. We will be happy to answer any
question you have about this study. If you have further questions about this project or if
you have a research-related problem, you may contact the researcher(s), Greg Petrucci,
Melanna Cox, or John Sirard at 413-545- 1583. If you have any questions concerning
your child’s rights as a research subject, you may contact the University of Massachusetts
Amherst Human Research Protection Office (HRPO) at (413) 545-3428 or
humansubjects@ora.umass.edu.”
11. CAN MY CHILD STOP BEING IN THE STUDY?
Your child does not have to be in this study if he/she does not want to. If you agree to
allow your child to participate, but he/she decides not to participate, they may drop out at
any time. There are no penalties or consequences of any kind if your child decides that
they do not want to participate.
12. WHAT IF MY CHILD IS INJURED?
The University of Massachusetts does not have a program for compensating subjects for
injury or complications related to human subjects research, but the study personnel will
assist your child in getting treatment. All researchers will be certified in First Aid and
CPR to respond in case of an emergency.
13. SUBJECT STATEMENT OF VOLUNTARY CONSENT
When signing this form I am agreeing for my child to voluntarily enter this study. I have
had a chance to read this consent form, and it was explained to me in a language which I
use and understand. I have had the opportunity to ask questions and have received
satisfactory answers. I understand that I can withdraw my child at any time. A copy of
this signed Informed Consent Form has been given to me.
By signing below I indicate that the participant’s parent/guardian has read and, to the best
of my knowledge, understands the details contained in this document and has been given
a copy.
Child Name (please print)________________________
Print Parent/Guardian Name ________________________
Parent/Guardian Signature: ____________________
Date: __________
Signature of Person Obtaining Consent ________________________
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Date: __________
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APPENDIX B
ASSENT FORM
Validation of Directly Observed Physical Activity and Consumer Devices in
Children
Investigators: Melanna Cox and Greg Petrucci
We are doing a study to see how kids just like you play. A study is just a way to
learn more about people and other things. The stuff we get from this study will be used
by us to write down everything they learned in one big paper. We will never tell anyone
that you were here or your name.
If you say yes, you will be playing in a big room for about the same amount of time
as a TV cartoon. There are going to be a lot of different things to play with in the big
room. There will be some coloring books, Legos, dolls, sports stuff, hopscotch, hula
hoops, and some music to dance to. You can play with anything you want. We are going
to be videotaping you while you are playing. We want to see what you like to do during
your playtime. While you play, the mask that goes over your nose and mouth will tell us
how much air you breathe in and out, the special shirt will tells us how fast your heart is
beating, and the bracelets and belt will tell us how much you move. We’ll use all these
numbers to learn more about how you play.
You can ask us anything you want at any time. It is always okay to stop if you don’t
want to finish playing, just let us know and we can take off all of the stuff, and you can go
home. Your mom and dad know all about this study, and will be there with you.
If you want to help us learn, and give it a try, please check “YES”. If you do not want to
do the study, please check “NO”.

YES

NO
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